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THE ROCKS
Chris Oldman enioys the ocean on a BIO 300 field trip to
Schoodic Point. (Mike Zubik photo.)
• Drink out
Students get on the wagon
By Andrea Page
Maine Campus staff
Alcohol plays a large role in
many students' lives and the activ-
ities planned for Alcohol Aware-
ness Week this week urge the com-
munity to be aware of the issues
and consequences involved with
drinking.
"We are asking students to ab-
stain from alcohol for one week —
we're not keeping tabs, but there
have been sign-up sheets," said
Robert Brewer, a Greek Peer Edu-
cator. "It is a week to reflect on the
role alcohol has in their lives."
Sandy Caron of the Greek Peer
Educators said they have signed
up just under 1,000 people who
have pledged not to drink alcohol
this week. She said everyone from
President Hoff to students have
signed up.
The annual Drink-Out, spon-
sored by the Greek Peer Educa-
tors, started Monday and will end
Oct. 25. Anyone can still join by
simply abstaining from drinking
alcohol this week. There are also
other activities planned during
Alcohol Awareness Week as alter-
natives to drinking.
Tonight, the Athletic Depart-
ment and Recreational Sports are
opening up the Memorial Gym
Fieldhouse, Wallace Pool, and Latti
Fitness Center for everyone until
midnight. On Saturday, there is the
JCPenney Classic hockey game at
the Alfond Arena and on Sunday
there will be Monte Carlo night in
the Damn Yankee.
Robert Dana, associate dean of
Students and Community Life, has
been involved with the planning
for this week's activities since last
semester. He said that there are
year-round alcohol awareness pro-
grams available at the University
of Maine, but they pay particular
attention to the issue this week
because the week is nationally rec-
ognized.
"Alcohol use and abuse is clear-
ly a community issue and in order
See DRINKOUT on page 3
• Demonstration
Rally promotes legal abortion
By Elizabeth Beaulieu
Maine Campus staff
About 30 people rallied in front of
Fogler Library for an hour Thursday
in honor of Rosie Jiminez, a woman
who died from an illegal abortion.
"[She] lost her life because of
the unavailability of legal abor-
tions," said Lynn Bentz, a senior
psychology major who organized
the rally. "We need to educate, go
forward and make sure reproduc-
tive rights are safe and available
for everyone."
The rally, which was attended
by a handful of men, was part of
the University of Maine's celebra-
tion of National Young Women's
Day. UMaine has participated in
NYWDA for two years and is the
only university that holds a week's
worth of programming, according
to Jenny Lyons, a junior women's
studies major and a member of the
Student Women's Association.
Lyons said last year's NYW-
DA activities were somewhat con-
troversial, with some people try-
ing to dampen their efforts.
"We shouldn't be whispering
in corners anymore," she said.
About 30 people gathered in front of Folger Library yesterday
afternoon for a rally in support of abortion rights. (Jacob Peppard
photo.)
"Even if there aren't many of us
here, we should be having this and
we should have a mike."
Junior Gretchen Ziemer
Greenberg spoke at the rally to
share a personal experience. She
said she wanted to dispel the myth
that abortions are always a nega-
tive experience.
"I am a product of Roe vs.
Wade. I had an abortion and it has
empowered me," Ziemer Green-
burg said. "It can be a positive
experience. I had an abortion and
that's OK."
Although the rally focused on
women's reproductive rights, it also
connected reproductive rights to
other larger issues concerning
women's health.
See RALLY on page 3
• Election
Candidates debate on campus
the candidates questions regarding
their goals, funding for UMaine,
an East/West highWay, minimum
wage, abortion and clearcutting.
Both candidates said they would
See DEBATE on page 6
Mary Cathcart - Dem. Maine Old Town mayor and Senato-
Senate incumbent District 7. (file rial candidate Bob Fisk. (file
photo.) photo.)
By Dilnora Azimova
Maine Campus staff
Education and jobs are the top
priorities for the Maine Senate Dis-
trict 7 candidates.
Mary Cathcart and Bob Fiske
shared their views during a debate
in the Memorial Union on Wednes-
day night.
The candidates each started
with a 5-minute opening statement
in which they introduced them-
selves and their goals in running
for the senate.
Democratic incumbent Cath-
cart said higher education was her
top priority, and research and ac-
cess to the university would be
part of it.
"Education is a way of creating
jobs," she said.
Republican candidate Fiske
said his priorities were "jobs, jobs
and jobs."
"Without jobs you do not have
people," he said. "How you en-
gage jobs is through education,
taxes and regulations."
Dwight Rideout, assistant vice
president and dean of student ser-
vices, opened the debate and asked
INSIDE
• Local
Ballot Box: Election '98- Pat
LaMarche.
page 3
*Editorial
Canniff ponders people's
similarities. page 6
• Style
You must go see the Crack-
walker. page 14
Read The Maine Campus
online
http://www.Umemec.Maine edu
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Sunday... Fair.
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Tuesday...Fair.
• Freed
Liberal newspaper editor
released from detention
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — The editor-in-chief
of a banned liberal paper has been released
from detention, a news agency reported today.
Mahmoud Shams, editor-in-chief of Tous
newspaper, was released on bail Wednesday
night, the Islamic Republic News Agency said. IRNA
did not report the amount of the bail.
He was the last of four key figures at the paper to be
released ,after they were arrested Sept. 16 on charges
of activities against Iran's security and interests.
Earlier Wednesday, Ebrahim Nabavi, a columnist
at the paper, and Mohammed Sadeq Javadi Hesar, a
director, were freed on bail.
The managing director of the paper, Hamid Reza
Jalaipur, was released on bail last week on the orders
of Iran's supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei,
following an appeal by Jalaipur's mother.
The newspaper had angered hard-liners by ques-
tioning the authority of Khamenei. Hard-liners in the
judiciary have shut down six publications in recent
months and detained six journalists for allegedly pub-
lishing lies.
• Pinochet
Former dictator's legal
team contends extradition
1 LONDON (AP) — Lawyers for Gen. Augusto Pi-nochet filed a court motion today contending Britishpolice acted illegally in accepting a Spanish warrant
seeking the extradition of the former Chilean dictator.
Lord Justice Konrad Schiemann set a Monday hearing on the
High Court motion and refused to let lawyers make any argu-
ments during a brief hearing.
A Spanish magistrate is seeking to extradite Pinochet to face
charges of murder, torture and genocide.
Earlier, an appeal by Margaret Thatcher for the release of
Pinochet angered left-wing lawmakers and underlined a political
dilemma for the Labor Party government.
Lady Thatcher, Conservative prime minister from 1979-
1990, said Pinochet should be returned home, both because he
supported Britain during the 1982 war against Argentina to
reclaim the Falkland Islands and because his arrest endangers
Chile's new democracy.
"There were indeed abuses of human rights in Chile and acts
of violence on both sides of the political divide," Lady Thatcher
wrote in a letter to The Times of London. "However, the people
of Chile, through successively elected democratic governments,
have determined how they should come to terms with their past."
• Deployment
South African countries
join up, head for Congo
HARARE, Zimbabwe (AP) — Soldiers, armored
personnel carriers and artillery pieces left Zimba-
bwe's capital today, apparently headed to Congo for
an assault on rebels in the country's eastern jungles.
The deployment came a day after Zimbabwe
joined two other South African countries, Namibia and
Angola, in announcing plans for a major offensive in eastern
Congo. To date, their forces were concentrated in western
Congo, where they fended off a rebel advance in August.
The joint military campaign in the east threatens a major
escalation of a conflict in which two other countries in the
region also are embroiled. Rwanda and Uganda both report-
edly back the rebels who are trying to topple Congo President
Laurent Kabila.
President Clinton's special envoy to the region called for
restraint and more impetus for peace talks.
"We are anxious to get a cease-fire in place ... we do not
want to see the situation there get out of control," said the
envoy, Howard Wolpe, after meeting Zimbabwe's President
Robert Mugabe today.
Fighting in steamy, insect-infested jungles familiar to the
rebels could be difficult.
4
• Kosovo
Milosevic yet to comply
with NATO demands
2 PRISTINA, Yugoslavia (AP) — Western en-voys said Thursday that President SlobodanMilosevic still has not complied with demands
for ending the crisis in Kosovo and that continu-
ing violence threatens the peace process.
In Belgrade, the Yugoslav government repeated
claims that it has withdrawn all the special troops it
sent to suppress ethnic Albanian separatists in the
Serbian province. Such a withdrawal is a key condition
of the U.S.-brokered agreement to achieve lasting
peace in Kosovo.
The pro-government daily Vecernje Novosti quoted
unidentified police sources as saying that the only troops
still in Kosovo were those that had been there before the
crackdown began eight months ago. NATO and West-
ern governments, however, have challenged such claims.
A senior U.S. envoy, Christopher Hill, told reporters
in Pristina, "We are not satisfied with the level of
compliance." Defense Department spokesman Ken-
neth Bacon also told reporters in Washington that all of
the paramilitary police are not out and roadblocks re-
main that "we don't believe are proper."
• Carjacked
"Dateline" crew loses van,
equipment to armed thugs
5 
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) — Gunmen
confronted a "Dateline NBC" television crew in
Haiti's capital and drove off with their vehicle and
equipment, the crew's interpreter said Thursday.
The robbery occurred at about 1 p.m. Wednes-
day at a busy intersection on Delmas Road in Port-au-
Prince. Five or six men in a pickup blocked a vehicle
carrying "Dateline NBC" correspondent Lea Thomp-
son, two camera crew members and an interpreter.
The robbers forced them to get out at gunpoint, stole
their equipment and papers and escaped in their vehicle,
said Kathie Klarreich, the crew's interpreter and driver.
No one was hurt, and there were no immediate
arrests.
The crew was continuing its assignment, said "Date-
line NBC" executive producer Neal Shapiro.
A Haitian police officer witnessed the robbery, Klar-
reich said.
"I feel enraged that something like this can happen in
broad daylight," she said. "But I understand the police-
man — I wouldn't have done anything either. What can
one person do against a team of well-armed criminals?"
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By Misty Edgecomb
Maine Campus staff
Pat LaMarche, first-time political
candidate and the Green Party's golden
girl, has aimed to defy the odds. But
beyond winning the gubernatorial race,
her deeper goal is to make a statement
about Maine values and priorities.
"Getting elected is not the only rea-
son we are in the race — while it would
be great to win," Tom Fusco, Maine
Green Party Council member said.
"Pat is helping people to see that the
Green Party is about more than just the
environment, and that will take us closer
to permanent party status in Maine," he
said.
The Green Party, an alternative po-
litical organization whose primary fo-
cus is environmental issues, has been
active in Maine for a number of years,
but no candidate has ever garnered the
five percent of the electorate required to
officially establish the Greens.
In a four-way race against Republi-
can and Democratic hopefuls, in addi-
tion to a popular Independent incum-
bent, earning that recognition is a daunt-
ing task.
LaMarche's campaign manager
Karen D'Andrea has no doubt that her
candidate is up to the challenge.
"If people vote their conscience rath-
er than for the better of two evils, she will
win," D'Andrea said.
"She can only be defeated by c5ini-
cism," Jane Livingston, Maine Green
Ballot Box: Election '98
Party council member, said.
LaMarche's greatest appeal is a grass-
roots approach that ties her to the voters.
According to D'Andrea, LaMarche is
traveling the state to campaign face-to-
face and hear from her constituents.
LaMarche is a "committed activist
trying to change a stagnant political sys-
tem with no money and a volunteer staff,"
said Nancy Allen, Maine Green Party co-
chair.
The Green Party has traditionally been
made up of small groups of activists,
working at a political and financial dis-
advantage, and LaMarche's campaign
feels the strain. Livingston terms the sit-
uation "a dream candidate on a night-
mare budget."
"She doesn't have the money to play
with the big boys," D'Andrea said.
The Greens' platform instead places
priority on thinking small by taking per-
sonal responsibility and implementing
community-based solutions to address
major policy problems.
"We want to build neighborhood and
community systems that provide food,
shelter, clothing, education and heald
care for every individual," reads the par-
ty's 1996 statement of values.
LaMarche, a mother of two, has out-
lined a program that she calls FareCare to
specifically address the needs of the com-
munity by providing a means for single
mothers receiving Temporary Aid to
Needy Families to go back to work.
"Maine needs a system in which the
care of children as a work opportunity
ranks equally with putting women in
quality jobs or in quality education,"
LaMarche said in her position papers.
FareCare would train and certify
mothers dependent on TANF to run low-
cost neighborhood day care centers in
their homes, thus permitting other TANF-
eligible mothers to return to work know-
Rally from page 1
"Women have the right to live free from
violence, whether it lae • at hothe -or in a'
-clinic... said Wendy Dolliver, a senior. "They
have the right to adequate health care, the
right to be free from discrimination ... the
right to pursue their dreams."
Sophomore Kathleen Worcester said a
woman's mentality is a big'part other health,
but mental health issues are often neglected.
"There have been things going on at the
university, and the message has been feel-
ings don - t count." she said. "But that's
bullshit. They do. They are directly related
to behavior and mental,hoaitla—
Worcester said disrespecting a person's
feelings can have consequences.
"When you don't respect feelings, you
are harming people and it can be deadly,"
she said. "Hurt feelings can lead to depres-
Sion which can lead to suicide."
Other women read pieces from Maga-
zines and listed statistics.
Bentz said allowing women to voice
their opinions and concerns was the essence
of the rally.
"I've seen so much energy and empow-
erment all this week," Bentz said. "This
proves there is strength in small numbers."
Drink out from page 1
to solve problems, you need the entire com-
munity involved," Dana said. "We need to
make this a place to learn and develop."
Dana said drinking is an adult behavior
and students should remember that life is
about balance, moderation and safety.
"By comparison, UMaine students drink
less and less abusively than at other schools,"
he said. "However, any alcohol abuse is a
problem."
Dana said that the students are usually
very interested in the topic of alcohol aware-
ness.
"We don't wag our finger at them," he
said. "They want to talk, if we keep it rele-
vant."
Pat LaMarche
ing that their children are well cared for.
"The cost of a single FareCare provid-
er's training, day care and benefits will be
supported by the resources freed by putting
two other TANF mothers back into the work
force," LaMarche said in her statement.
LaMarche expands her scope to include
institutionalized health care for all Maine
residents, claiming that health care is an
"inalienable right."
"With a universal health care plan, no
Mainer will be left without needed medica-
tions, treatments and most importantly, pre-
ventative health care exams and education,"
she said.
Although she does not explain how the
health care system will be funded, LaMa-
rche believes that Maine's economy could
benefit if health care were institutionalized,
because the government would take a sig-
nificant financial burden from small busi-
nesses in the state, encouraging their growth.
Economic growth is also linked to ener-
gy self-reliance in LaMarche's plans for
Maine. LaMarche proposes a combination
market-based approach, like taxation and
incentive programs, and support for research
in the area of renewable energy sources.
"Citizens are recognizing that a sus-
tainable energy economy represents a
healthy break from throwaway consum-
erism," LaMarche said.
LaMarche has taken a stand on: a
staggering variety of social and econom-
ic issues, but as expected, much of her
focus is on environmental preservation.
"Natural resources are the founda-
tion for everything we have and all the
work we do," she said. "Mainers are
slowly and reluctantly becoming aware
of what resource losses mean in terms
of our health and Maine's economic
health."
In a state divided by a bitter struggle
over forestry regulations, her unwaver-
ing conservationist stance may prove
unappealing to the more mainstream
party-line voters who she must attract
to win the race for the Blaine House.
But LaMarche said she remains hope-
ful, placing her sights on an upset win in
November.
"She's the stealth candidate," Allen
said.
MISSING
Thomas A. Robert
has been missing from the University of Maine
Orono campus since August 29, 1998.
If you have any information regarding his whereabouts
please contact Kevin Robert (Father) 207-284-8333
in the evening, or e-mail to realtorggwi.net
His family is very concerned for safety and well being.
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Sex Matters By Sandra L. Caron
Q: I just don't get it. My boyfriend just
dumped me — on the night before our
seven-month anniversary no less! I loved
him so much — I literally did everything
for him. Why can't he see how great he had
it with me? I gave him everything. I'm so
mad!! What did I get in return? Nothing!
Female, Sophomore.
A: Please remember that there are no
guarantees in relationships. While we may
hope that a relationship will last, it may
not. I am somewhat concerned about how
you are defining love. Let me just say that
love is not about significant self-sacrifice,
or specifically, love is not martyring. That's
what it sounds like your relationship was
about. You say you gave him everything or
at least more than you received in return.
While you may have had good intentions,
it sounds like you believe that loving is
doing unselfishly for your partner without
ever being concerned with your own needs.
A martyr is just that: someone who does
more for the relationship — or feels that
they do — than do their partners. Although
it sounds noble, a person who is in the role
of martyr tends to grow angry and slowly
build resentment that the relationship is not
balanced. You have a right to be angry. You
did not get the return you were looking for.
However, you learned a valuable lesson to
take with you into future relationships, that
is: Your needs are as important as your
partner's. Next time you are in a love rela-
tionship, make sure things are fair and bal-
anced and as equal as possible — make sure
you are getting back as much as you are
giving to the relationship. You deserve it.
Don't let anyone tell you that you don't.
Q: Do we women really have to worry
about HIV — I heard that women represent
only a small fraction of cases of AIDS, so
what's the big deal? Female Junior.
A: Well, for starters, HIV can kill you.
Certainly new drugs have been able to pro-
long life for some, but the reality is that this
is a very serious life-threatening disease.
While women represent a smaller percent-
age of HIV-infected individuals, that doesn't
mean you shouldn't be concerned. Are you
suggesting we should wait until women
represent a higher percentage of HIV-posi-
tive people? AIDS is now one of the five
leading causes of death for women between
the ages of 15 and 44. Nationally, one in 100
men and one in 800 women is thought to be
HIV-positive; meaning the ratio of HIV-
positive men to women is eight to one.
However, in adolescents, the ratio is three
HIV-positive boys for every one HIV-
positive girl; there's not as much differ-
ence in infection rates in adolescents. And,
19 percent of the new cases of AIDS this
year involve women — not men. I suggest
we all pay attention and do what we know
we should to protect ourselves from infec-
tion.
Sandra L. Caron is an associate pro-
fessor of Family Relations/Human Sexual-
ity in the College of Education & Human
Development; she teaches CHF 351: Hu-
man Sexuality in the spring semester. Ques-
tions for Caron can be sent directly to her
• State news
Store robbed of pumpkin stock
WELLS, Maine (AP) — Every year
around Halloween, a few pumpkins disap-
pear from the Pine Tree Garden Store. But
owner Richard Chase has never lost 150 to
200 gourds at once — until now.
Police had made a routine check of the
Route 1 business during the midnight shift,
and all the pumpkins were outside. Store
ownerRichard Chase reported the theft when
he opened his business on Wednesday.
"I always expect to lose a few from kids
who like to smash them," said Chase. "But
I didn't expect to lose them all."
Chase said the pumpkins are worth near-
ly $1,000.
Police have no suspects and consider
the case unique. "The sheer number of
pumpkins stolen suggests this is not a typi-
cal juvenile prank," said Capt. Steve Clark
of the Wells Police Department.
Ulnaine's
The Maine Campus recycles.
Share it with a friend.
The Maine Campus
thrice weekly newspaper
• Turn 'em back
Clocks return to standard time
WASHINGTON (AP) — It's time for America to get back to the old
standard. Standard time, that is.
Remember the motto: Spring forward, fall back. Well, it's time to fall
back.
Set the clocks back an hour Saturday night. The official moment is 2
a.m. Sunday, local time. The alternative, of course, is to arrive at church,
work or whatever an hour early.
Exempt from the change are residents of Arizona, Hawaii, the part of
Indiana in the Eastern time zone, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands and
American Samoa. Those areas choose not to observe daylight time, so
they're already on standard reckoning.
Daylight-saving time will return next April 4.
BOOKSTORE QUIZ
•`\.• noT JUST MOTHER TEST!
041,60
okst ,e3
Free 
Textbooks? 
9#‘
Win
Win Free Textbooks!
. .  tasy !
Come in to the bookstore, take a Quiz, answer 4
additional questions and become eligible to win...
Free Spring Semester '99 Textbooks!
Just take the quiz, (you don't have to be right),
and your name will be entered in the drawing!
L 
1
UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
Teaser question...
1. On average v which of
the following items of
merchandise' carries the
LOWEST mark—up?
(mark—up = retail price
minus the cost of the
item)
a. a gold braclet
b. a pair of blue jeans
c. a textbooK at the
University Bookstore
d. a CD (compact disk)
No purchase necessary. Deadline - November 18, 1998
Correct answers will be published in the November 20th issue of the Maine Campus.
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Police Report
• Christopher Masure, 36, of Port-
land, was arrested on charges of inde-
cent conduct when two women report-
ed seeing him masturbate in his car
Saturday during Homecoming festivi-
ties. The man drove up to both women
and asked for directions. The first wom-
an, who encountered the man by Mur-
ray Hall, said she noticed the man's
actions as she moved in closer to the car
to talk with him. The second woman,
who encountered the man in the Memo-
rial Gym lot, reported a similar com-
plaint and provided the license plate
number of the man's car.
• Upon investigation of loud noises
coming from inside the Advanced En-
gineering Wood Facility Building
around 2:15 a.m. Saturday, officers sur-
rounded the building and entered to
find Mike Veazey, 19, and Patrick Ly-
ons, 18, in the process of damaging
equipment. Lyons ran from the officers
and had to be subdued by Officer Chris
Hashey. Both sustained minor injuries.
The students had a back pack with sev-
eral tools in it. Veazey and Lyons were
arrested on charges of burglary, posses-
sion of burglary tools and criminal mis-
chief.
• A Stodder Hall male resident went
into his unlocked room Friday evening
and found a large crowd of people he
didn't know. A resident assistant evict-
ed the people from the room. Later that
night, the male resident went into a
Stodder bathroom and encountered a
man who had previously been in the
resident's room. The two exchanged
words and the man pulled a knife out
from under his shirt, waved it around.
When other men tried to enter the bath-
room the man wouldn't allow them to
enter. The resident believes he and the
man were in the bathroom for about an
hour. The resident reported the incident
Monday. The suspect is a black male,
approximately 5'10" and 180 pounds.
• A pizza delivery man reported
being assaulted at Androscoggin Hall
around 12:45 a.m. Friday. Upon deliv-
ering a pizza to a room in the hall, a
male approached the delivery man, be-
gan to push him and then struck him in
the mouth. The man asked the delivery
man what his name was, and, when the
delivery man responded, said it wasn't
an American name and told him not to
come back to the room. Once the deliv-
ery man was outside of the hall, a car
pulled up next to him and a group of
people, including the man he had en-
countered in the dorm, got out of the car
and proceeded to yell derogatory ethnic
comments at the delivery man. As a
result, William Holm, 19, was sum-
monsed for assault.
• A towing company, which towed a
yellow Chevrolet pickup truck Sunday.
called Public Safety to say the truck had
been released, and it appeared the driv-
er, Jacob Gosselin, 18, was intoxicated.
Officer Mike Burgess saw the truck on
campus, but Goss4a sped up, refused
to stop and, at one point, turned the
truck's lights off. Gosselin was cor-
nered when he drove the truck into the
dead end near Memorial Gym. While
investigating, Burgess found a plastic
bag with what appeared to be marijua-
na. Gosselin was arrested on charges of
operating under the influence. He was
also summonsed for driving without a
license, driving to endanger, operat-
ing without headlights, failing to stop
for an officer, operating an unregis-
tered motor vehicle, possession of mar-
ijuana and operating a vehicle without
an inspection sticker.
• Several items were burned in
York Hall between 2 a.m. and 7 a.m.
Sunday. Two posters were burned off
a wall on the first floor. A third poster
and the carpet beneath it were also
burned. A roll of toilet paper was
found unrolled and on fire on the
second floor.
• Two female Stodder Hall resi-
dents awoke at 4 a.m. last Thursday to
find an unknown man urinating in
their room. They yelled for him to
leave and he did. The male appeared
to be intoxicated.
• A wallet containing cash and
assorted credit cards was reported sto-
len from a locker in the Memorial
Gym between 11:30 a.m. and noon
Monday. Two of the credit cards were
later found to have charges on them.
• A Public Safety and Farmer's
Market sign were recovered on the
walkway running between York Vil-
lage and Alpha Gamma Rho around
3:30 p.m. Sunday.
• A 21-speed mountain bike was
stolen outside of Boardman Hall be-
tween 11 a.m. and 11 p.m. Saturday.
• A member of Tau Kappa Epsilon
reported $270 in cash stolen from his
room at the fraternity's house some-
time between 10 a.m. and 8:30 p.m.
Saturday.
• A female Penobscot Hall resi-
dent reported her wallet was stolen
sometime between Sunday, Oct. 13,
and 6:45 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 18, from
her residence hall room. A subsequent
investigation found one of the wom-
an's credit cards had been used in the
Bangor/Brewer area.
• Someone broke the speedome-
ter, disconnected the 4-wheel-drive
lever from the transmission, and went
through the glove box of an unlocked
Jeep in the Steamplant parking lot
sometime between 6 p.m. Friday and
10:45 a.m. Saturday.
• A taxi-cab driver dropped off a
male fare, who he had driven from
Bangor, outside of Gannet Hall around
1 a.m. Saturday. The male said he had
to go into the dorm to get money, but
he never returned. When searched for,
the male couldn't be found in the
dorm.
• Someone apparently tried to use
a vehicle to pull a door of a Witter
Farm storage barn open sometime
between 4:30 p.m. Wednesday and
8:30 a.m. Thursday. The only thing
pulled off was a ,door knob.
By Kristen Dobler
Maine Campus staff
"It has been an honor and a privilege to serve the
Town of Orono in the Maine State Legislature for
the past three terms. Together we can help Orono
and The University of Maine grow better than ever"
-State Representative Kathleen Stevens
Representative Kathleen Stevens Speaking
at a University of Maine political rally
For more information visit our web site: www.agate.net/—stevens1998
e-mail: stevens1998@agate.net -phone: (207) 866-3697
elect
Slate THresentative
Di strict 123
VOTE November 3rd!
Polls are open from 7am - 8pm
Precinct 1 American Legion Hall, Park Street (Across from Thriftway)
Precinct 2 Doris Twitchell Allen Village,University of Maine, Hilltop
Authorized and paid for by the Committee to Re-Elect Representative Kathleen Stevens, Jeannie Matava, Treasurer
P.O. Box 226, Orono, Maine 04473
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CMPAC SURVEY RESULTS:)
Health (Social Security, Medicare)
Energy & Development
General Government
Percentages
16%
5%
NE1117%
1 6%
III 3%
119%
Social Services MEM 11%
 17%
Environment 23%
5%
Education 32%111111111111
5%
Defense 8%NM
Totals
7 53%
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UMaine Students
United States Government  
Debate
The Maine Peace Action Committee surveyed students in front of the Memorial
Union Wednesday. The survey, "A Day Without the Pentagon," allowed students to
show where they wanted their tax dollars spent by dropping pennies into jars labeled
for different government programs. (Jason Canniff photo.)
from page 1
support increased research and development
funding for the University of Maine system.
Fiske called UMaine a job engine.
"Without research and development, peo-
ple would move to other communities," he said.
Cathcart said she was going to fight for
research and development for UMaine.
If he had to make the choice, Fiske said
he would support increased funding for the
university budget over reducing taxes.
"There are alternatives for reducing tax-
es," he said. "Education and health welfare
are two parts of the budget. They are where
I would look at to find funding."
Cathcart said she would also support
educational funding over tax reduction.
Cathcart and Fiske shared the same views
on abortion. They support current laws mod-
eled on the Roe vs. Wade case and each said
the issue was a matter of personal choice.
However, the debaters disagreed on the
issue of clear-cutting in Maine.
Fiske said he did not support clear-cutting
and that trees should be saved for children.
Computer
hi IT- tlr ilii\Science
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTOREEngineering
Book Fair
October 21 through 24
Talk with publishers representatives:
Springer-Verlag...Wednesday, Oct 21st
Wiley.. .Thursday, Oct 22nd
Prentice Hall...Thursday, Oct 22nd
SAVE 25% titles
from:
Wiley,
Springer-Verlag,
O'Reilly,
and Prentice Hall For info call
581-1700
Located in the Memorial Union Bldg at the Orono campus.
UMaine's thrice weekly newspaper
Cathcart said she supported clear-cut-
ting and didn't want to stop harvesting wood.
"We have to continue to use the forest,"
she said.
The candidates had similar views on the
issue of anti-discrimination legislation.
"Hate and discrimination is alive. It is a
national problem that can be identified with
something unique to me," Fiske said.
Cathcart said that anti-discrimination
produces a question that legislation should
decide.
Both candidates agreed there is a neces-
sity for an East/West highway.
Cathcart also said she supported charg-
ing tolls but felt the state's first priority
should be to improve its roads, which she
said were in bad shape.
"I do not think we need to pay all the
money for highways and neglect these
roads," she said.
Fiske said the highway will improve
Maine's economy.
"If this rural area is going to improve itself
it should have infrastructure that will bring
jobs," he said. "We need to proceed with it as
forcefully and reasonably as we can."
Neither Cathcart nor Fiske said they
would support the proposal for Maine to
have its own minimum wage, which would
be higher than the federal wage of $5.15 per
hour.
A prepared question from an audience
member asked Cathcart about research and
development funding, but both candidates
replied to it.
Cathcart said it was disappointing be-
cause, out of the $10 million proposed, for
research, the university received only $4.5
million.
Fiske said he was also disappointed.
"UMaine lost $6 million," he said.
After the debate Cathcart and Fiske went to
Bangor for an all-county candidates meeting.
Approximately 15 people came to
the debate.
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• Tobacco
Smokers at entrances have some students fuming
By Jason Richard
Maine Campus staff
The University of Maine community re-
mains divided over the rights of smokers
versus the rights of non-smokers on cam-
pus.
A concern of non-smoking students is
that smokers generally gather at building
entrances to smoke. Many students ques-
tion the appropriateness of locations fre-
quented by smokers. These include the
entrances to the Memorial Union and Hill-
top Commons.
"The last thing I want when I come out of
the commons is for a cloud of smoke to
make the already bad taste in my mouth
from the food even worse. Not to mention
the coughing fit that it causes," computer
science major Michael Fox said.
Fox also said that the university could
better serve both smokers and non-smokers
if it placed convenient smoking areas away
from building entrances.
Smokers defend their choices of loca-
tions and cite various reasons for choosing
them.
"It is a good place to bump into people,
non-smokers frequent the front of the Union
as well," philosophy and history major Aaron
King said.
King said that students often choose these
places out of necessity, to escape the weath-
er. He echoed Fox's sentiment, saying that
students would be better served if sheltered
smoking areas were available away from
building entrances.
Relations between smokers and non-
smokers on campus are of mixed attitudes.
Some non-smokers find that smokers are
courteous, while others concede that some
smokers still have little concern about the
health of non-smokers.
"There are plenty of [smokers] that will
pay no attention to the people who constant-
ly cough when trying to walk in to a dorm.
• Nuclear waste
Waste dump sparks protest
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — Amid protests
from some local residents, environmental-
ists and Mexican officials, the state's envi-
ronmental regulators Thursday were con-
sidering whether to license a radioactive
waste dump in West Texas.
The dump would store nuclear
from Texas. Maine and Vermont.
The three members of the Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission heard
arguments for and against the proposed dump
site, located near Sierra Blanca, a town 90
miles east of El Paso and less than 20 miles
from the Rio Grande.
Capping a 15-year-long process, regu-
lators heard arguments from the state agen-
cy that would oversee the dump and from a
group opposed to its construction. A deci-
sion could be reached before the end of the
day, said Chairman Barry McBee.
Doug Caroom, lawyer for the Texas
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal
Authority, said the site is needed to properly
dispose of radioactive trash generated by
nuclear power plants, industry, medical labs
and universities.
"The real issue is, what are we going to
do with our radioactive waste?" Caroom
asked.
"This site is completely safe to people
and the environment," he added. "If we
can't license this site, you can't license one
at all."
But David Frederick, a lawyer for Sierra
Blanca Legal Defense Fund, told the com-
missioners that serious safety questions re-
main — including concerns about a geolog-
ic fault beneath the site.
"If we aren't sure it's safe, we can't
license this site," Frederick said.
The debate dates to 1981, when the
waste
Texas Legislature voted to create a state
agency to develop and operate a disposal
facility. The search for a location began in
1983.
Plans to build the dump near the U.S.-
Mexico border in Hudspeth County sparked
debates that were both scientific and emo-
tional.
Experts argued both sides of the safety
issue. Environmentalists opposed it. Indus-
try officials argued in its favor.
Gov. George W. Bush, who inherited
the situation from predecessor Ann Rich-
ards, had said that if the site was safe for a
nuclear disposal facility, it should be built. If
unsafe, it shouldn't be.
And after years of skirmishing in Con-
gress, an agreement allowing Maine and
Vermont to ship their radioactive waste to
Texas was signed into law by President
Clinton last month. Under terms of that deal,
Maine and Vermont will pay Texas $55
million for the long-term storage of their
refuse.
As the license vote neared this week,
anti-dump activists marched on the Gover-
nor's Mansion in Austin, and a group of
Mexican congressmen staged a hunger strike.
Local, state and congressional officials
of the Mexican government voiced opposi-
tion. At a meeting in Mexico City on Wednes-
day, U.S. Energy Secretary Bill Richardson
offered assurances that Mexican officials
would have full access to and information
about the dump.
Richardson said the location of the dump
was a state matter, but he said that both
Mexican President Ernesto Zedillo and
Mexico's Energy Secretary Luis Tellez had
stressed their concerns about the site "in the
strongest terms."
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I see the same people time and time again
sitting on the benches outside the entrances
of Knox Hall smoking and watching others
choke," Fox said.
History major Rebecca Health-Heald
said that the university generally takes
both smokers and non-smokers into con-
sideration.
"I think the university is [accommodat-
ing]; there are smoking sections allowed in
dorms, and as of yet smokers have not been
regulated to the Steam Plant parking lot,"
Heath-Heald said. "There are non-smoking
sections in the dorm, and people are not
allowed to smoke inside."
As for the possibility of a smokers' lounge
being included in the Memorial Union Ex-
pansion, Bill Charland, the project manager
for the Union expansion, said that smoking
is prohibited in all public buildings on cam-
pus. He also said that there are no special
restrictions planned for outside entrance ar-
eas of the Union expansion.
"The project architect has been asked to
address the needs of all users of the Memo-
rial Union, including smokers," Charland
said. "There are no special restrictions on
outside smoking at this time."
The university offers smoking cessation
programs through the Substance Abuse Ser-
vices office and through the asthma clinic of
Student Health Services, said Robert Dana,
associate dean of Students and Community
Life. He also said that the university pro-
vides other information and services.
"We do provide lots of info on smoking
in pamphlets, brochures, peer ed, classes.
etc.," Dana said.
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Peace Week '98 Special Presentation
Real Life "Schindlers List" Survivor
Zev Kedem
Maine Center for the Arts
University of Maine, Orono
Monday, October 26
7:00 pm
Public reception to follow
Presentation and reception are free, open to the public and accessible. Supported in
part by: Psychology, Social Work, Equal Opportunity, Economics, Nursing, Center for
Students and Community Life, History, Liberal Arts and Sciences, Center for
Inclusion, Women's Studies/WIC, Bureau of Labor Education, President's Office,
Cultural Affairs Committee, Mul;ticultural Student Affairs, Division of Lifelong
Learning, Association of Graduate Students, The Arthur R. Lord Fund and Class of
1934 Fund and other offices, programs, and departments on campus.
Presented by:
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State News
• Protest
Loggers block third border crossing
ST. JUSTE CHECKPOINT, Maine (AP)
Demonstrators added a third border cross-
ing to their blockade Thursday on the eve of
another meeting with U.S. Rep. John Bal-
dacci aimed at resolving the logging dis-
pute.
Maine loggers used pickup trucks to
block the crossing at St. Juste, Quebec, in
addition to Daquaam, Maine, and St. Pam-
phile, Quebec.
There were no reports of violence.
Stacey Kelly, one of the demonstrators
in St. Juste, said the group was willing to
continue the blockade of the private logging
roads until the government intervenes to
stop Canadians from working in the Maine
woods.
"I don't believe there has to be any
Canadian contractors cutting wood in the
state of Maine. There's enough Ameri-
cans to do the work," said Kelly, who was
among seven woodsmen at the border
crossing.
The Maine woodsmen are upset about a
government program that allows Canadians
to work in Maine if there are not enough
Mainers for the jobs.
The Mainers contend they were not giv-
en an opportunity to apply for the jobs. They
also say the employers are paying below-
market wages to Canadians, for whom it is
still a good wage because of the exchange
rate.
"The question is whether the Canadi-
ans have followed all of the applicable laws,
and whether the Americans have had their
fair shake at getting these jobs," said John
Ripley, a spokesman for Baldacci.
Baldacci, D-Maine, said Thursday that
he hoped to advance possible solutions at a
• Employment
Company to hire hundreds at Loring
LIMESTONE, Maine (AP) -- A tele-
phone-based sales and service company at
the former Loring Air Force Base plans to
hire 120 additional people by the end of the
year, officials said.
About 165 people already work at the
Loring branch of Site! Corp., a Omaha.
Neb.-based telemarketer that sells credit
cards and insurance.
The company opened the office earlier
this year in the former commissary of the
closed air base.
Margie Elsberry, manager of the local
Sitel office, said the additional jobs will be
filed once more computer equipment is in-
stalled next month.
Elsberry said the facility hopes to have as
many as 350 people working by next summer.
irs your (iegree,
and it's on us.
IMAGINE.
A company that offers scholarships
and financial assistance to you
and your children.
At MBNA, our approach is simple:
When you're happy, you make
your Customers happy.
As the world's largest independent
credit card lender, we can safely
say our approach is working.
And you can reap the rewards.
Along with terrific people and a
career rich with advancement
opportunity, you'll enjoy outstanding
benefits like generous incentive
bonuses, award-winning health
services, extensive family support
programs, and in-house education
that helps prepare you for success.
After all, your career should fit into
your life, not vice versa.
Finally, benefitsthat work
as hard as you do.
Attention December
Graduates!
MBNA New England is now seeking
enthusiastic individuals for the following
positions:
Customer Assistance
Customer Satisfaction
Marketing Activation
MBNA rewards commitment to
excellence by offering the following:
• Competitive salaries
• Performance based monthly incentives
• Six month merit increase based on
performance
• In-house MBA program
MBNA will be on campus conducting
interviews on October 30'. To learn
more about MBNA New England or
to schedule an interview contact Career
Services.
MBNA New England
Attn: Personnel MC 253
One Hatley Road
Belfast, ME 04915
Fax: (207) 338-7820
www.rnbnainternational.com
NEW ENGLAND
We're proud to he an Equal Employment OpportuMty/
Affirmative Action Employer.
0 1998 MBNA America Bank, NA.
meeting Friday with Maine Labor Commis-
sioner Valerie Landry and the demonstra-
tors at the University of Fort Kent.
On Monday, the demonstrators began
keeping Canadian loggers from entering
Maine and Maine timber from crossing into
Canada. Canadians must drive up to 1 1/2
hours to go around the blockades, officials
said.
Because the border crossings are on
private logging roads, the only way the
demonstrators could be removed was if the
land owners asked the Maine State Police to
remove them.
State police were at two of the three
checkpoints Thursday but they remained on
the sidelines, observing.
Kelly, a third-generation logger, said he
and the other demonstrators are taking it one
day at a time, meeting each evening in
Allagash to plot their strategy for the follow-
ing day.
"We're hoping somebody can give us a
reason to leave. If they can show us that
things are going to change, we're willing to
stop. But if things aren't going to change,
then we're going to go until it ends," he
said.
• Emergency
Pilots forced to land plane
PORTSMOUTH, N.H. (AP) — A com-
muter plane carrying 17 people from New
York's La Guardia Airport to Portland,
Maine, made an emergency landing at the
Pease International Tradeport after the pilot
reported smoke in the cockpit Thursday
night.
Andrew Pomroy, senior airport opera-
tions agent at Pease, said the US Airways
Express flight landed at 8:08 p.m. without
incident.
"It wasn't a heightened sense of emer-
gency," he said. As for the 15 passengers
and two crew members, "They were in
good spirits," he said, adding that the pas-
sengers continued their trip to Portland by
bus.
He said the call came when the plane,
owned by Commuter Air, was five miles
away from the former Pease Air Force
Base.
Pomroy said the reason for the smoke in
the cockpit wasn't known and federal offi-
cials would examine the Beech 1900 on
Friday.
The Beech 1900 is a twin-engine turbo-
prop holds 19 passengers and two crew
members.
• Crime
Jurors selected in murder trial
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) — Six ju-
rors were selected Wednesday in the trial of
one of two men accused of murdering 10-
year-old Jeffrey Curley.
The second day of jury selection in
Middlesex Superior Court brought the total
number of jurors picked to nine: five men
and four women, according to a court spokes-
man.
The jury, which ultimately will consist
of 12 jurors and four alternates, will decide
the fate of Salvatore Sicari of Cambridge,
who is charged with first-degree murder in
the killing of the Cambridge fifth-grader.
Four jurors were selected Tuesday but
one was excused for medical reasons
Wednesday morning. Jury selection was set
to continue Thursday.
Prosecutors say Sicari and his friend
Charles Jaynes lured Jeffrey from his East
Cambridge neighborhood Oct. 1, 1997, with
the promise of a new bicycle, and then
smothered him when he resisted Jaynes'
sexual advances.
Prosecutors say the men took the boy's
corpse to a New Hampshire apartment, where
it was molested before being stuffed into a
concrete-filled Rubbermaid container and
tossed into the Great Works River in South
Berwick, Maine.
Sicari was 21 and Jaynes was 22 at the
time.
Jaynes, of Brockton and Manchester,
N.H., is scheduled to face trial after Sicari.
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National News
• Foreign policy
Key issues settled in Middle East peace talks
QUEENSTOWN, Md. (AP) — With
key elements of a Mideast accord falling
into place, Israeli and Palestinian leaders
tentatively agreed Thursday night on a pro-
cedure for revising the Palestinian charter to
eliminate calls for Israel's destruction, dip-
lomatic sources said.
An Israeli official called it a "break-
through agreement" with the Palestinians
and said the Palestinian National Council
and other groups would convene in Gaza.
James P. Rubin, the State Department
spokesman, said "some substantial progress
had been made... but there is no closure."
In a hastily arranged news conference in
the summit press center, White House
spokesman Joe Lockhart said: "I think peo-
ple here are determined and they are work-
ing hard."
Rubin cautioned that "even if one makes
an advance on parts of an issue, it doesn't
mean it's closed. I've watched them talk for
a few hours over a few words."
But Israeli and Palestinian sources,
speaking on condition of anonymity, in-
sisted that several key issues were virtu-
ally settled on the eighth day of the Mid-
dle East summit at this Chesapeake Bay
retreat.
One of the most emotional was the Pal-
estinian covenant, and Israeli Prime Minis-
ter Benjamin Netanyahu and Palestinian
Leader Yasser Arafat cleared major hurdles
regarding it, the diplomatic sources said.
"We succeeded," a senior Israeli offi-
cial told The Associated Press. Minutes lat-
er, Palestinian sources confirmed the agree-
ment on the covenant.
Still unresolved, however, were a U.S.
call for a timeout in Israeli settlement expan-
sion on the West Bank and Gaza, the estab-
lishment of a Palestinian airport.
Netanyahu, who had threatened to walk
out on the talks Wednesday night, instead
stayed on for the marathon negotiations
with Arafat aimed at ending a 19-month
stalemate in Mideast peacemaking.
Under the tentative agreement on the
PLO covenant, the Palestine National Coun-
cil, a de facto parliament, would assemble
along with other Palestinian groups, Israeli
and Palestinian sources said. The convoca-
tion would take formal action to annul claus-
es of the 1964 document that promotes Isra-
el's dismantling as a Jewish state.
President Clinton would attend the con-
vocation, according to the sources.
Lockhart turned aside reporters' ques-
tions on the topic. "Jam not going to discuss
what they are discussing right now," he
said.
Rubin said,' It would be flat wrong to
say the big issues remaining today have
been resolved." He also told reporters King
Hussein of Jordan had joined the talks be-
cause "we think he can play a constructive
role." The king, in a brief speech, said he
was pleased there was progress being made
toward peace, Rubin said.
• Anti-trust
Microsoft uses e-mail evidence in defense
WASHINGTON (AP) — Microsoft
Corp. executives are using an e-mail by the
chairman of an archrival company to defend
against claims Microsoft violated antitrust
laws.
The 1994 message was sent Dec. 29 at
3:01 a.m. by James Clark, co-founder and
board chairman of Netscape Communica-
tions Corp. Its significance is tied to a meet-
ing the following June in which the govern-
ment claims Microsoft illegally offered to
divide the market for Internet "browser"
software with Netscape.
During the third day of a landmark fed-
eral court antitrust trial, Microsoft used the
message to suggest the computer software
giant's approach was merely a response to
Netscape's own invitation.
"You might take an equity position in
Netscape," Clark wrote.
The message was sent during a period
when Netscape was the leader in browsers,
which let people see information on the
Internet.
Clark expressed regret the two compa-
nies couldn't agree on a deal for Microsoft
to adopt Netscape's browser.
"Working together could be in your
self-interest as well as ours," he said.
Clark ended his e-mail by offering —to
quietly share some of my thinking with you.
No one in my organization knows about this
messige."
Netscape's chief executive officer,
James Barksdale, testified about the e-mail
Wednesday in his second day of cross-ex-
amination by Microsoft lawyers.
He was asked today about another elec-
tronic message, one posted on an Internet
discussion group by Netscape's other
founder, Marc Andreessen.
"We're absolutely committed to giv-
ing 1.0 away for personal use. Watch
us," Andreessen wrote in the Nov. 24,
1994, note.
IT'S TIME TO
VOTE
AGAIN!!
ON TUESDAY NOVEMBER 3, 1998
You Can Cast Your Vote
• This year there are many important candidates and issues to decide.
• One important issue affecting the University of Maine is Question One.
• Question One is a $20 Million Research and Development Bond Proposal.
• Do not be the only one not voting on election day!!!
VOTE ON NOVEMBER 3RD
• • •
stiiiiehts
and community life
Sponsored by the Center for Students and Community Life and U-Maine U-Vote
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Togus cutbacks problematic
Earlier this week, the Veterans Administration hospital at Togus announced it mayhave to discontinue some services, including surgeries, to make up for a $9 millionbudget shortfall. These services would be contracted out to local hospitals.
While this may look good on paper, according to a memo to employees, there is no way
to know if the move would save money. The final analysis would have to wait until all
contracts with local hospitals are negotiated.
It is unlikely that outside hospitals would approach the move with enthusiasm. The
majority of inpatient services performed at the Togus facility are on elderly veterans
who require a lot of expensive care. The chief of surgery at Togus said the amount that
other hospitals would be reimbursed for providing this care would not meet the cost of
providing it. As with many government decisions, sound business sense seems to have
been left out.
Some veterans claim that this move is the latest in a move toward closing the
Togus facility permanently, which would require the roughly 150,000 Maine veter-
ans to travel to Boston for their care. While this is not a problem for those veterans
living in the southern part of the state, it creates an unnecessary hardship on those in
the north.
New England veterans hospitals in general are experiencing deep budget cuts annually.
These _funds are being moved to the South and West, where there are more veterans.
As it is, veterans who go to Togus complain of long waiting times and lack of access to
physicians. Making more cuts in the budget is no way to rectify these situations.
The Veterans Administration promised in the past not to make major reductions in the
services offered at Togus. Maine's congressional delegation has pressured Secretary of
Veterans Affairs Togo West to intervene and keep his end of the bargain.
The people who will be most affected by these cuts are the same people who have
fought to defend the rights of Americans. Many of them require treatment as a result
of injuries suffered in the military. Taking away their treatment, or at the very least,
making it less accessible, is no way to thank them.
Spicing up the United Nations
Two days ago, at a United Nations Population Fund press conference, Geri Halliwellv, as introduced to the media as the newly appointed Goodwill Ambassador for theUnited Nations.
Hall i well, a k a Ginger Spice, told the media that she had forever thought of herself as
an "evangelist of women's empowerment."
And that may be so. But does that warrant the position she is undertaking and to which
she is committing?
Much of Halliwell's work will be conducted out of the United Kingdom — the same
place where the Spice Girls originated — and the duties she is being asked to perform are
nothing short of a token label, not that different from Miss America's duties.
She said her job was a serious position, which ordinarily asks for someone with serious
credentials to get any work done. And with "former member of the Spice Girls" forever
etched on her resume, we shudder to think how she could possibly handle such responsi-
bilities, if indeed there are any.
The "empowerment of women" is Ginger Spice's top priority as Goodwill Ambassador,
and if she couldn't succeed in accomplishing that mission on stage with the pop-culture
spotlight shining on her, then how can she succeed at this new position.
The scary thing is, when asked if she had planned on giving up her entertainment career,
Ginger Spice responded she would pursue a "very entertaining career."
Like a bad joke that everyone still laughs at, Ginger Spice is in no way qualified for this
position and her intention to exploit her fame is nothing short of ridiculous.
Although we stand firmly on the grounds of equal rights for women, Ginger Spice's
appointment is more of a mockery of that right than an accomplishment.
If she is planning to use her Spice Girls fame to spread her message, we wonder how
much she'll accomplish in Third World countries, where the Spice Girls are as common a
household name as microwave ovens.
The dlais
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• Letters to the editor
• Students' call
To the editor:
Our administration at the
University of Maine deserves
to be applauded for invoking a
number of "student friendly"
changes in seat location and
ticket distribution logistics
around our nationally ranked
men's hockey program. A
hockey game at Maine is a
great opportunity to enjoy the
electricity of a college event
and by moving the band into
the balcony and opening the
balcony to students in the new
distribution plan, it is clear that
the administration is listening
to the students' request for more
entertaining things to do on
campus.
Now the challenge is up
to the students to show up,
enjoy yourselves and support
our team. Fifteen hundred
student tickets have been held
back from the buying public
to enable a very significant
percentage of students to en-
joy the games this weekend.
I have to honestly admit to
the student body that I am
concerned that 1,500 is too
many, based on past trends
during one of our five NCAA
Final Four seasons, even dur-
ing our national champion-
ship season, or the recent past,
when we were just an aver-
age team. By putting the stu-
dents in the balcony on a first-
come, first-serve basis, and
then dispersing the remain-
der of the students around the
arena, there are no excuses. It
is now up the students to an-
swer the call.
Our office has been flood-
ed with calls from the public
wondering why they can't get
tickets to this weekend's
games. I only hope we don't
find 700 to 800 empty seats
because of the lack of student
interest here at UMaine. If that
occurs, then it is clear we need
to revisit the number of student
tickets allocated and open up
more seats to fans who do in-
deed want to support a nation-
ally ranked program.
Alfond Arena used to be
known as the craziest arena in
the east to play in. In the early
days, the 3,500-seat Alfond
was reminiscent of Duke's
Cameron Indoor Stadium,
with the students leading the
adults and creating a frenzied
atmosphere. The students
have that opportunity again
this year by their location in
the balcony. In fact, a new
student group called the
Maine-Iacs has been formed,
whereby a student can pur-
chase a Maine-lac T-shirt for
a meager cost of $5. Wearing
the shirt gains the student ad-
mission to the Maine-lac sec-
tion until the section is entire-
ly filled, and the remainder of
the "shirt-wearing" Maine-
Iacs will be dispersed through-
out the arena and other stu-
dent sections. We are hoping
the Maine-Iacs become the
core support group for elec-
tricity in the entire arena, and
those who are interested
should stop in at Bear Neces-
sities in Alfond Arena to buy
a Maine-lac T-shirt.
I am confident our team
will do everything they can to
see if we can make another
return trip to the NCAA tour-
nament and even an NCAA
Final Four in beautiful Ana-
heim. Now I would like to see
the students do their part and
use every one of those 1,500
student tickets. There are no
more excuses about "I have to
pick up my tickets three weeks
ahead." All you have to do
now is show up at the Alfond
Friday night with your ID and
your sports decal (pick those
up at the ticket office any time
this week) and let's rock the
Alfond Arena the way our
students in the late '80s and
early '90s used to.
Shawn Walsh
Head hockey coach
Alfond Arena
• What's the truth?
To the editor:
There's nothing worse
than deceit and distorting in
elections. After reading last
Friday's Campus "Ballot
Box" featuring Rep. Stevens
I wonder why she feels she
needs to lie about her oppo-
nent in order to get elected.
Rep. Stevens claims Scott
Morelli won't support a min-
imum wage hike because it
would "hurt small business."
She also claims that Morelli
wants to cut business taxes
but not family income taxes.
Nothing could be further from
the truth. It sounds like our
representative wants to dis-
tort what Morelli really be-
lieves and scare voters into
voting for her because her
performance isn't worthy of
re-election.
In fact, what Scott Morel-
li wants to do is to improve
the economy by cutting taxes
on Maine families and busi-
ness. He knows something
our representative doesn't —
high taxes and excess regula-
tions hurt businesses, dimin-
ish employee wages, and send
jobs out of the state. Scott
Morelli doesn't believe in
lazy, give-up, vote-getting
gimmicks such as a minimum
wage increase; he supports
improving the economy so
that there are naturally high-
paying jobs.
Scott Morelli will be the
best representative this dis-
trict ever had. He is in touch
with the students and cares
about the town of Orono. It's
too bad that the positive cam-
paign Morelli has run (her
"most polite" opponent in
Rep. Stevens' own words) is
being distorted by our Rep.
Stevens. Students want her to
run just as positive a cam-
paign, and at the very least,
we want her to tell the truth
about her opponent.
Jacquelyn Chiassotz
York Hall
• The right choice
To the editor:
This November we will
all be asked to make a very
important decision. Who do
we, as students, want to rep-
resent us in the Maine Leg-
islature? Being a group
with education as our top
priority, clearly we need to
have Kathleen Stevens be
that representative. Her leg-
islative career has proven
that she will sit and fight
for this campus.
This past spring, I re-
ceived a personal phone
call from Rep. Stevens in-
forming me that her com-
mittee had passed a bill
that would have made ed-
ucation easier for us to af-
ford. The mere fact that
Kathleen took the time to
call me, so that I could
post this information to
FirstClass folders, shows
how committed to the con-
cerns of the University of
Maine she is.
As a member of the Ap-
propriations Committee,
Kathleen entered her first
meeting with the universi-
ty in mind. When she was
asked what she would need
in the budget to vote for it,
she proudly and forcefully
stated an increase in fund-
ing for our university. A
feat that would have been
accomplished with a gov-
ernor who was a little more
favorable to education.
Kathleen will continue
to fight for you and me, as
long as we send her back
there. Slowly, this univer-
sity is starting to rebound
from the hard times of the
past, let's not take away
one of our strongest voic-
es. Do the right thing: Re-
elect Kathleen Stevens.
Keith Hinds
Aroostook Hall
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• Women's basketball
No Blodgett, but some things don't change
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus staff
Cindy Blodgett is gone and she isn't
coming back. Sandi Carver and Klara Danes
won't return either.
With that out of the way, Maine is hoping
to use a much-improved defensive focus in
an attempt to duplicate the success the pro-
gram achieved during the Blodgett era.
Having led the Black Bears to a 94-28
record in four seasons, four NCAA tourna-
ment appearances, and numerous confer-
ence and regular season titles, that won't be
an easy task.
. "People come and go. [Blodgett] was a
great player, and she's come and gone. So,
we have to play with what we have. But I
think we still have a lot," co-captain Andrea
Clark said.
With almost 45 points and 12 rebounds
having graduated, the emphasis on defense
and rebounding will greatly increase.
Maine head coach Joanne Palombo-
McCallie intends on sending a simple mes-
sage to her players.
"I'm going to send a message that people
that rebound in practice will play," Palombo
said. "Some people will take advantage of
that and will be on the court."
Clark said that despite some tall players
down low, rebounding is not all about height
but technique. If the post players can get that
down, they will improve on both the third-
worst rebounding average and margin in the
conference.
Palombo added that if defense is the key,
the offense will also be better, leading to a
more balanced attack, which is something
that has lacked in past years due to Blodgett's
scoring prowess.
Many of those players still remain from
last season, as Palombo returns eight play-
ers from last year's 21-9 squad, including
two starters that will be lynchpins for this
year's team.
Jamie Cassidy begins her junior season
already a step back as she has been strug-
gling with a stress fracture in her foot that
she suffered two weeks into the preseason.
The 6'4" forward, however, has been
practicing and will not miss any of the
season, which is something she is looking
forward to getting underway.
think it's going to be a lot different
this year, not having [the graduates]. It's
not going to be one or two people step-
ping it up; it's going to be a team thing,"
Cassidy said.
After averaging 17.6 points a game and
7.9 rebounds in 1997-98, Cassidy will be the
go-to offensive force in the frontcourt for
Maine.
But in order for Maine to make up, in
part, for some of the scoring left behind in
Blodgett's wake, Cassidy will need to aver-
age over 20 points and over 10 rebounds a
game, stats that Palombo sees as easily reach-
able.
"I'm much more interested in her re-
bounding and defense. If she is playing
great defense and rebounding, the points
will take care of themselves," Palombo said.
"I want to see her in double-figures in re-
bounds, definitely. That's the most concern
I have right now."
Cassidy was named a Street and Smith
preseason All-American Honorable Men-
tion last week, adding to her growing list of
accolades.
Joining Cassidy in the frontcourt is Clark,
sophomore Martina Tinklova (coming off
successful knee surgery this summer), and
freshmen Andrea Pardilla, Tracy Guerrette
and Eva Moldre.
Pardilla is a 5'10" walk-on from nearby
Old Town High, who averaged 20 ppg and
10 rpg in leading her team to the Eastern
Maine Finals last season.
Guerrette comes from small Class D
Wisdom, having led them to a State title in
1998. The 5'9" four-year letter-winner in
soccer, softball and basketball scored over
1500 career points and holds a school record
with 40 points in a game.
Moldre joins the growing foreign conti-
gent on the Maine roster. The 21-year-old
last came to the United States six years ago
when her club team did a tour of the West
Coast. She is 6'3" and will most likely spell
Cassidy at the center position.
Feeding the ball into the middle will be a
talented group of guards led by co-captain
Amy Vachon, who enters her junior season
as the undisputed floor leader after emerg-
ing as such last season.
"I see her as becoming even better on
defense, smarter, a little more savvy and
continuing with her playmaking ability,"
Palombo said. "She needs to be a little more
relentless as far as making people play when
they sag off of her."
However, the heavy buzz surrounds 5'7"
freshman Ellen Geraghty, whom Palombo
said was a potential starter, no small state-
ment regarding a first-year player.
"I just tried to come in, fit in and do the
best I could," Geraghty said. "I'm just trying
to learn the ropes."
But just a short time ago, Geraghty was
diagnosed with mono and will be out for an
unspecified amount of time.
"She was totally ready. She benched 130
pounds on her first max-out, ran like a deer
in preseason and had a tremendous atti-
tude," Palombo said. "She was really turn-
ing heads."
Kristen McCormick will compete for a
starting role in the small forward or off-
guard slot, leading Maine's long distance
threat.
The 5'10" junior led Maine in 3-point
field goal percentage at almost 38 percent,
hitting for 22 of 58 from behind the arc.
Sophomore Kizzy Lopez and senior
Kelly Bowman will swing betwen guard
and forward, with Chantal Macream com-
ing in for defensive purposes.
Injuries have hit the Bears hard thus far
already. Besides Geraghty's illness, Katie
Clark will miss this season due to a recurring
foot injury and Jess Lawson has decided to
retire due to complications from knee sur-
gery last year.
Clark. who missed the last 19 games of
last year due to her injury, will redshirt this
year and try to return next year with junior
playing status.
"I don't think anyone deserves the kind
of pain that Katie has gone through. She's
just an unbelievalby courageous woman try-
ing to deal with this situation," Palombo
said.
Lawson never suited up for Maine.
"It's one of those things where some-
times those things happen and you don't
really know why," Palombo said.
For Vachon, it is especially difficult
since she came into the program with
Clark almost three years ago and played
against her in high school when Cony
played Bangor.
"She's really been hit hard by the injury
and never been able to play a full season. I
don't think she realizes herself what she
means to our team," Vachon said.
Jamie Cassidy should receive some All-American consideration this year. (file photo.)
• Women's basketball
The Engine turns
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus Staff
The kids have been given the keys to the
car and all they have to do is keep it on the
road.
That is the situation that co-captains Amy
Vachon and Andrea Clark, as well as Jamie
Cassidy, find themselves in as the 1998-99
season rapidly approaches.
Clark is playing the role of parent, pro-
viding a familiar presence while dishing out
the occassional tough love when necessary.
For Vachon, the role is one of a driver.
With her rests the ability to steer Maine
toward success and away from the break-
down lane that some fans expect the Bears to
find themselves in without Cindy Blodgett
around.
As for Cassidy? She is the wide-eyed
youngster sitting in the back seat with so
much potential and so much to learn, just
asking "are we there yet," meaning the be-
ginning of regular season play.
The Workhorse: Don't ever tell Clark
she hasn't worked for something or else you
might find yourself flat on your back look-
ing up at the 6'2" forward.
See HOOPS on page 7
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• Men's hockey
No. 3 Black Bears on a mission
By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff
From Omaha to Anaheim. That is the
stage the University of Maine men's hockey
team is standing on as it opens up the 1998-
99 campaign.
From national power to a brief leave of
absence, that is the current situation the
Black Bears are immersed in.
It's been three years since Maine ven-
tured into the NCAA Tournament and to say
the team is on a mission is like saying it
won't be easy getting there.
Maine, which has gone to the NCAA
Tournament eight times since 1986, is in a
pivotal era for the team and program.
"It's definitely important to get to the
NCAA Tournament because that is why
guys come to play for Maine," Black Bear
forward Jason Vitorino said. "In order to
keep the program at an elite level you need
to keep the good talent coming in."
And that is what assistant coach Grant
Standbrook did this season as the Black
Bears reeled in a recruiting class that is
hailed as the country's best.
Offensive snipers from Manitoba to
Massachusetts have converged on the Orono
campus to help mold a championship-cali-
ber team, which should compete for the
Hockey East title with perennial powers
Boston College, Boston University and the
University of New Hampshire.
No. 1 concern
The area of concern that headlined the
priority list of head coach Shawn Walsh and
Standbrook, however, lies behind the blue
line.
The Bears allowed an average of more
than three goals per game last year and their
overall defense was nowhere to be found in
the nation's top 10. Maine finished a medi-
ocre 17-15-4 as a result.
But that could change. The coaching
staff flexed its recruiting muscles and hauled
in standout defensemen Doug Janik and
Peter Metcalf.
Coupled with the play of forward-turned
defenseman Anders Lundback, senior cap-
tain David Cullen and Maine's most im-
Maine goalie Alfie Michaud has a lot to prove this year. Is he the elite of Hockey East? Time will tell 
... . (file photo.)
proved player, Robert Ek, the defense has
added depth for the first time in several
years.
"Everyone knows their role and we're
excited to be playing," Janik said. "There
was a couple of days spent trying to learn the
systems and figure some things out, but
we're getting it down."
Cullen leads all returning defensemen
with 37 points last year and shoulders a unit
that features a blend of offensive and defen-
sive players.
"I'd like to think we're going to be a
better defensive team," Walsh said. "We've
tried to build up our defense with some
moves and recruitment."
Adam Tate, who picked up 14 points last
Marcus Gustafsson is one forward coach Shawn Walsh is counting on to produce
this year. (Caleb Raynor photo.)
year, also returns to the defense this year.
Where it all begins
The Bears are led up front by Cory Larose,
Dan Kerluke, Marcus Gustafsson and Hobey
Baker candidate Steve Kariya.
In addition to passing his brother, Paul, in
Maine's all-time scoring leaders, Kariya has
registered 50 points in each of the last two
seasons.
Kariya, who is skating with Larose and
freshman Barrett Heisten, scored his first
goal of the year last Friday against Nebras-
ka-Omaha.
"We have the big guns up front," Lund-
back said.
The Black Bears, who averaged more
than four goals a game last year, return six
players who notched 20 points or more from
last year's squad. But Walsh isn't satisfied
nor does he consider his team an offensively
dangerous team.
"We have that capability but we have to
prove it," Walsh said.
Brendan Walsh, who transferred from
BU last year, is eligible to compete this year
and is more of a spark plug — comparable to
what Lenny Dykstra was in baseball.
Coupled with Matthias Trattnig — a
fourth-round draft selection of the NI-IL's
Chicago Black Hawks —Kerluke, Jim Leger,
Vitorino, Ben Guite, Tuomo Jaaskelainen,
and newcomer Niko Dimitrakos, the Black
Bears have the skaters up front.
Six years waiting
Not since the banner year of 1992-93
have the Black Bears enjoyed so much depth
between the pipes as they will this year.
Alfie Michaud, who brought his game to
a new level the final two months of last
season, is the No. 1 guy in net this year.
Michaud put up respectable numbers
last year despite struggling in the first half of
the season. The junior from Selkirk, Mani-
toba posted a 15-12-4 overall record last
season with a modest 3.14 goals against
average.
But he'll be challenged this year.
The coaching staff added Mike Morri-
son and Matt Yeats to its roster this year and
the two NHL draft picks will push Michaud
all year.
Yeats, who isn't eligible until January, is
from Innisfail, Alberta. Morrison, who could
see action this weekend, hails from Exeter,
N.H. and is a product of Phillips Exeter
Academy.
With Michaud historically struggling the
first semester, does the junior feel he has
anything to prove this season?
"Yeah, I think so," he said. "I need to prove
I can play before Christmas and not after
Christmas. I don't want to sit on the bench."
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• Men's hoop
When the ends come together
Fred Meeks is a returningforce for the Balck Bears this year. (file photo.)
• The way it is
Bears will open eyes
By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff
When one thinks of the winter sports scene
here in Orono two topics usually dominate con-
versations: men's hockey and women's basket-
ball.
This year will be no different, only it may be
time to add another element into the sports chit-
chat this year.
Why, one may ask?
Well, here's a hint: it shares the Alfond with
both hockey teams and the women's basketball
team. That's right, folks, the University of Maine
men's basketball team is here. And it is here to
stay.
Coach John Giannini, who has resurrected a
program from pure obscurity into what should be
one of America Fast's most abstract surprises,
has taken the program where nobody thought it
would go this decade.
The Black Bears, who open their season Nov.
14th home against Hampton, have posted just
three winning seasons since the 1983-84 cam-
paign. Last season Maine recorded a dismal 7-20
record, 4-14 in conference play.
But Giannini has waited for this season since
he came here in 1996. In just two years, the
former University of Illinois assistant coach has
slowly built a contender and this year the bubble
should burst.
What many around here are so quick to forget
that up here in Orono— where it's eight months
of winter and four months of bad sledding — it
is damn tough to recruit kids to play ball on the
court. In fact, if it isn't hockey, recruiting for any
sport can be an arduous task due to the proximity.
Just ask football coach Jack Cosgrove how
tough it is to win the commitment of top-notch
players from New England when other, more
centrally-located schools, are as common to the
region as misguided Republicans.
Here is a look at what Giannini has done to
improve the standing —and image —for Maine
men's hoop.
Meeks and Wills, who transferred to Maine
from Faulkner State Community College and
Olney Central College, respectively, have come
here to form one of the league's most dangerous
backcourt tandems.
Giannini and his staff then convinced Boston
College's Andy Bedard and Nate Fox—both of
whom played roles on the Eagles' Big East
Championship team in 1996-97 — to come to
Orono. Bedard, alocal kid from Rumford, should
electrify the Alfond this season.
As if plucking players from BC wasn't
enough, Giannini went out and snagged Julian
Dunkley, who played for Temple University last
year. Although Dunkley is ineligible this year,
he'll step in nicely upon the graduation of Led-
better.
That's two from BC and one from Temple.
And if one is having a hard time reading between
the lines, then here it is in laymen's terms:
recruiting victory.
By Jay Bakes
Maine Campus staff
The University of Maine men's basket-
ball program is looking forward to its most
exiting season in recent history. With a good
nucleus of returning players in addition to
some quality newcomers, Maine looks as
good on paper as any team in America East.
"I feel like this is going to be a special
year," said senior captain Allen Ledbetter.
"I think that all the hard work that the
coaches and players have put in over the last
few years will start paying off."
Ledbetter will be leading the charge as one
of the best forwards in America East. He was
the only player in the conference to average a
double-double last year (10.9 rebounds and
16.1 points pre game) on his way to becoming
an All-America East second team selection.
Ledbetter ranked first in rebounds and
field goal percentage in the conference last
season and coach John Giannini is expect-
ing no less this year.
"He is relentless with his effort," said
Giannini. "We expect him to be an all-
conference caliber player once again and
one of the leading rebounders in the nation."
Ledbetter will remain a consistent scoring
threat as well. If he's open, the guys handling the
ball this year will get it to him. Much of what
makes Maine a formidable team this year is that
the Black Bears have more guards than a max-
imum security prison.
The Bears are sporting two of the most
explosive scorering guards in America East
in Fred Meeks and Marcus Wills. Meeks led
UMaine with 19.5 points per game while
wills averaged 17.4, making them the leagues
second and fifth leading scorers respectively.
'They aretalented offensive guards who play
the game with great passion," said Giannini.
"They should be even more dangerous this year
because teams won't be able to focus on them."
In addition, Maine returns one of the
premier assist leaders in the conference in
Dade Faison. Faison was third in the confer-
ence in assists With 5.15 a game.
Also joining the guard corps are highly
recruited Indiana native "Huggy" Dye along
with Maine high school standout's Tom
Watterman and Jeremy Thombs. Veteran
Corey Thibodeau, currently out with a viral
infection, rounds out the position.
With players this good returning it's
surprising that Maine was at the bottom of
the league last year with a 4-14 conference
record, 7-20 overall.
What separated Maine from the top teams
in America East last year seemed to be just
one or two key players.
Barn! In comes Andy Bedard and Nate
Fox. Two impact players who sat out last
year after transferring from Boston College.
Giannini believes that their presence will
provide the team with a more balanced and
dangerous attack this year.
"Andy and Nate are going to be outstanding
America East players, there's no question about
that," said Giannini. "We have great confidence
in exactly what these players can do."
Bedard, a Rumford native, is possibly the
best guard to come out Maine in years. He's
joining the Black Bears after two seasons at
BC, where he saw limited action in his first
two seasons. His role with the Black Bears
will be far from limited as every basketball
guru in the area believes he will be one of the
best guards this side of the Mississippi.
"I know my role here is going to be
different," said Bedard. "I can't wait to be a
part of this programs success."
Fox ,a 6-8 power forward, is another BC
defect who's expected to compliment Led-
better down low. Fox also has a sweet pe-
rimeter shot which Giannini will employ.
"For a bi g guy he's one of our best shooters,"
said Giannini. "He also gives us another very
physical defensive and rebounding presence."
Also down low for the Bears will be
senior Linnell Marshall and sophomores
Todd Tibbetts and Colin Haynes. Haynes
led America East freshman in rebounds with
7.2 per game. New comer Jamar Croom
rounds out the big men.
All this adds up to the B lack Bears having the
most balanced scoring teams in the programs
recent history. Which means that all of the focus
can be put on strengthening the teams defense.
"We're not even worried about offense,
that will come," said Meeks. "Everyone
thinks that Maine doesn't have defensive
stoppers and we're busting our but every
day to prove them wrong."
While Maine looks dressed for success this
season. Giannini is quick to point out that
powerful teams in the conference such as Del-
aware and Boston University have kept most of
their rosters intact. Which means that the Bears
will be testing out their new hardware against
the same rosters that beat them last year.
"That's the challenge," said Meeks. "I
don't think there's any team working harder
than we are, so bring 'em on."
Men's hoops opens up it's season when
Hampton comes to town Nov. 14.
John Giannini has molded the men's hoop team into a potential winner this year. (file photo.)
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• Women's hockey
Maine hockey to play at elite level
Alison Lorenz wil play on Maine's top line this year. (file photo.)
• Women's hockey
The No. 1 recruit
By Dave Bailey
Maine Campus staff
The University of Maine men's hock-
ey team has experienced an influx of
European talent in recent years — Anders
Lundback, Matthias Trattnig and Tuomo
Jaaskelanien to just to name a few.
Don't look now, but the Black Bear
women's squad is set to unveil a Europe-
an import of its own.
The pride of Voerde, Germany, for-
ward Raffi Wolf comes to Maine with a
boatload of experience, which includes
some time with the German national team.
Maine coach Rick Filighera is count-
ing on Wolf to be one of Maine's offen-
sive catalysts.
"Wolf's definitely, up front, been our
best player," he said. "She's got a lot of
experience, which has helped us.
"She's powerful. When she gets mov-
ing, she's powerful and she's going to be
hard to take off the puck. She's got great
hands. She stickhandles very well."
The 20-year-old freshman will center
the Black Bears' No. 1 line with Alison
Lorenz and fellow freshman Kira Mis-
ikowetz flanking her on the wings.
"I think it's a good line, and I think
it's working well," Wolf said. "But we
still have to get to know each other better
and know how everybody plays because
everybody plays a different style.
"Both [Lorenz and Misikowetz] play
a different style and it's fun to playing
with them."
While with Team Germany, Wolf had
four goals and four assists in four games.
But the Germans fell shy of the Olym-
pics, falling to Russia, Sweden and Fin-
land in the qualifying rounds in 1997.
"We missed the big tournament, and
that's pretty sad," she said. "It was disap-
pointing. It's a big tournament, and ev-
eryone wants to go there. It's like a dream.
"Everybody works for a goal. We
worked for our goal to make it, but we
didn't reach it."
Wolf also played for a battery of club
teams while in her home country.
But soccer, and not hockey, is the
reigning national pastime in Germany.
Wolf had to look elsewhere to further her
hockey experience once she outgrew Ger-
many.
So Wolf departed for Canada in 1997,
playing for the Calgary X-Treme of the
Senior AAA League, scoring 27 goals
and 27 assists in 36 games.
"I'm glad I went to Canada because I
learned a lot and it was a great experi-
ence," Wolf said. "It was a better level
than in Germany."
Wolf helped lead Calgary to the 1998
national championship, downing Ontar-
io 3-2 in the title game.
From Calgary it was on to Maine.
Wolf said that several factors went into
her decision to don the blue and white.
"My coaches found out about it," she
said. "I started talking [to Maine]. I was
interested in going to a school in the
states anyway because I wanted to get a
good education."
Wolf pointed out the differences in
the desires between European players
and North Americans.
"Hopefully there will be a future for
Europeans [at Maine]," Wolf said. "I
don't know if they're as interested be-
cause most of them aren't interested in
hockey like that. They don't look for an
education.
"Hockey is way more important here
and way more famous."
Which is why Wolf is glad to be where
she's wanted.
By Dave Bailey
Maine Campus staff
No more playing in any lowly Division III
leagues.
No more schedules with cream puffs like
Bates and Connecticut College to beat on.
No more having to teach players just how to
skate, much less play hockey.
After spending its first varsity season in the
purgatory of the Division III ECAC Alliance,
going 12-6-2, the University of Maine wom-
en's hockey team heads for the rarefied air of the
Division I ECAC League in 1998-99.
With the change in leagues comes a change
in players as well. Only five players from last
season return to a team that features 24 new-
comers, including an eye-popping 20 fresh-
men.
Maine coach Rick Filighera simply hopes
for his team to stay competitive night in and
night out. Any wins are a pure bonus at this
point.
"The word is compete," the second-year
coach said. "No Ws or Ls right now. It's [a case
of] 'All right, did the team we play against have
their hands full when they played us?' That's
what we're looking for."
Here's a closer look at how the 1998-99
Black Bears break down:
Getting defensive
Although Filighera plans to implement the
containment form of play that worked for him
last year, he'll be flexible if the situation calls
for it.
"I've always been a more defensive coach,"
Filighera said. 'Then again, if I end up getting
a lot of people that are very capable of scoring
goals and we can be aggressive, we will."
Don't expect any one player to carry the
work load offensively, unlike last year, when
Alison Lorenz accounted for nearly 37 percent
of her team's scoring.
"I think everyone's around the same abili-
ty," Maine forward Angela Hill said. "You
really can't pick out that many superstars. We
can move anyone, anywhere. There's nobody
on the team that you can really say should play
on this line or that line."
Line 'em up
Last season,Filighera had just two lines that
he could rely on to make any significant contri-
butions. This season he'll have at least five with
which he can work.
The top point-getting line will feature Ger-
man import Raffi Wolf centering All-Ameri-
can Lorenz and newcomer Kira Misikowetz.
The line is ablendof the small, swiftLorenz,
the big, bruising Wolf, and Misikowetz, who's
a little bit of everything.
"We're doing well," Lorenz said. "I think
all the lines are doing well. Everybody seems
to be getting used to who they're working
with and learning everybody's different styles
of play."
The ECAC Alliance is probably more than
thrilled that Lorenz has moved on to D-I. The
junior turned the Alliance into rubble last sea-
son, leading the nation with 38 goals and 22
assists for 60 points while being named player
of the year.
Count on Wolf and her powerful slap shot to
be used on the point on the power play.
The second line will have Hill and Sarah
Caza flanking Andrea Keller.
"Hill has craftiness," Filighera said. "She
has no fear in the corners.
"Keller has a knack to score goals. She has
slippery little sneaky techniques to get loose
around the net and have her stick loose to get the
puck in the net."
The next line, featuring Amy Van Vuren
centering Esther Granville and Jennie Howell,
will be Maine's top penalty-killing unit.
"[Van Vuren] has really stepped up her
play," Filighera said. "She's handled the puck
very well and she has some quickness."
Colleen Baude, whom Filighera has tabbed
as Maine's top defensive forward so far in
camp, will center Christina Hedges and Kim
Hinton.
Hedges, who will captain the Black Bears
this season, was 16-17-33 forMaine last season.
The final line will consist of Robyn Elliott,
Minna Laukkanen, and Jennie Nicholas.
Also look for Men Moores to work her way
into one of the latter two lines.
Behind the blue line
Maine has new-found depth on defense as
well, having eightdefensemen compared tojust
three last year.
Filighera will turn towards Kelly Nelson,
Jill Marks, Lee Anne Irwin, and Jessie Stachiw
to carry the workload.
Look for Nelson to jump-start Maine's of-
fense while behind the blue line.
"She can play both ends of the rink," Filigh-
era said. "She jumps up and into the play.
"But she's also good enough on one-on-one
situations to play great in her own end. She
moves the puck out. She's everything you look
for in a defenseman."
Stachiw, meanwhile will be counted on to
be Maine's top pure defenseman.
Rounding out the defense will be Brie Lay-
man and Abbie Howell, along with 1997-98
returnees Steph Gabriele and Allison Haley.
Between the pipes
Filighera has yet to settle on a starting
goaltender. as he has four goalies contending
for the job.
Mandy Cronin, the top candidate for the
starting slot, is currently preoccupied with
the women's soccer team and won't hit the
ice until her team's season is completed in
November.
"Wehave gooddepth at theposition,"Filigh-
era said. 'They're going to battle each other.
The goalie that's playing the best at the time will
play."
The other netminders include Kathleen
Hedges, Amy Coletta, and 1997-98 starter Amy
Oliver, who was 12-5-2 with a 2.43 GAA last
season.
The Crystal Ball
Being the new kid on the block, Maine
hasn't exactly garnered a lot of respect from the
pollsters, having been picked to finish 13th out
of the ECAC's 14 teams (only Colby was
picked to finish lower).
Hill pointed out the motivational factor in
being an underdog.
"Nobody expects anything of us," she
said. "Everyone's going to be thinking that
we're aren't really going to win or anything
like that. I don't think we should be afraid of
anything at this point because we're just
starting out."
Filighera cited New Hampshire, Brown,
Northeastern, and Harvard as the ECAC pow-
erhouses to beat this season.
Filighera is preaching patience in regards to
the Black Bears.
"This is the foundation for the future," he
said.
"If I was a fan and I was wondering what
it was going to be like, I would expect this
team to struggle early and then gain momen-
tum as time goes on as we get used to being
in [the ECAC].
"If we get some Ws out of it, that's wonder-
ful.But if wecan take something away from this
season that's going to make us better in year four
or five, that's even better."
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Matthias Trattnig was drafted by Chicago in the fourth round of the NHL draft. (file photo.)
• Women's hockey
The new look Bears
By Dave Bailey
Maine Campus staff
To say the 1998-99 University of Maine
women's hockey team is different from last
year's squad is like saying the New York
Yankees are merely a good baseball team.
Here's a glance at what's changed since
last season:
1. The players. Almost all of them
weren't here last year, a by-product of the
Black Bears' upgrade to Division I from
Division III. With so many new players, ID
tags may not be a bad idea.
Only five players — Alison Lorenz,
Christina Hedges, Amy Oliver, Steph Gab-
riele, and Allison Haley — return from last
year's squad.
No fewer than 24 newcomers grace this
year's roster —20 of them freshmen.
"That's what happens when you have a
new program," Maine freshman forward
Angela Hill said. "You have to start some-
where."
Hill said she hasn't had any problems
adjusting to the new environment.
"It seems kind of natural to me because
it's just like playing on any other teams with
people your own age," she said.
"Maybe for the upperclassmen it's dif-
ferent because they used to more of a mix,
but I don't see it as a problem. All we're
lacking is experience, but we'll get it."
Lorenz noted the time involved in get-
ting the new talent to mesh together.
"It's definitely hard to throw 25 people
together that have never skated together,"
she said. "We still have a couple of more
weeks, and hopefully by the time our first
game comes we'll be ready for it."
The roster size itself has increased, featur-
ing 29 players compared to 19 from last year.
"Our needs last year were bodies," Maine
coach Rick Filighera said. "We need to have
depth. So I had to go out and find enough
players to get us that."
2. The League. Last season the Black
Bears played in the Division III ECAC Al-
liance. This year Maine competes in the
Division I ECAC League, which features
national powerhouses such as New Hamp-
shire, Brown and Northeastern.
"We're new in the league, so we have a
long road ahead of us," Lorenz said. "It's
hard to start out with so many new players.
"It might be a long season, but we're
going to have fun and we're going to do the
best we can."
3. The caliber of play. With a higher
caliber league it's obvious to expect a higher
level of play as well.
"We're playing against teams that have
traditions," Filighera said. "[We're play-
ing] teams that have been around since the
early '80s."
Maine's players will be prepared to make
the leap to the next level as well.
"We've got players on the ice that have
been on the ice every day of their [lives],"
Filighera said. "Now they're on six days a
week October through March. They're go-
ing to get better just on that."
The biggest threat
to depression is your
awareness of it.
#1 Cause of Suicide
LINT RE 47 E D
DEPRESSION
http://www.save.org
• Men's hockey
NHL takes three Bears
By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff
Matt Yeats was at an airport in St. Cloud,
Mn., while Matthias Trattnig and Mike
Morrison were tucked in bed when the news
came down.
Trattnig said he expected it to happen
while Yeats and Morrison were on the brink
of losing hope. But as judgment day in June
came to a dramatic close, all three were
corralled by the National Hockey League.
Trattnig, Yeats and Morrison join the
ranks of an exclusive group of company
from the University of Maine men's hockey
collage of NHL draft picks.
Trattnig, a sophomore from Graz, Aus-
tria, was drafted in the fourth round by the
Chicago Blackhawks. Morrison and Yeats
each held their breaths before the Edmonton
Oilers and the Los Angeles Kings called
their names.
Morrison was selected in the seventh round
as Yeats followed him in the ninth round.
"It made for a good summer," Morrison
said. "I thought I was close after seeing my
name on some NHL draft preview and I was
just hoping someone would pull the trig-
ger."
Morrison, a first-year goalie for the Black
Bears who will push Alfie Michaud for
playing time this year, said he felt the nerves
come draft day as he sat down to watch the
first round.
And when the round came and went, the
former standout at Phillips Exeter Academy
decided to go out to the gym, grab some-
thing to eat and, well, basically do anything
to divert his attention.
"I left because I couldn't stand it any-
more," Morrison said. "When I got back
home it was like in the fifth or sixth round
and nobody in my house was jumping up or
down."
So what did he do?
"I just went up to my bedroom and was
disappointed," he said. "I was bummed out
and went to sleep. I was totally pouting
about it. But then at 8:45 p.m. Edmonton
called and said they had drafted me five
minutes ago. It was awesome."
While it was Edmonton breaking the
news to Morrison, Yeats heard the announce-
ment from his mother after returning from
an airport where he was supposed to pick up
a friend from a hockey camp he was attend-
ing in St. Cloud.
"I was stuck in an airport all night,"
Yeats said. "Finally I got back to the campus
[of St. Cloud State University] where I was
told to call my mom. So I did, and she broke
the news."
Startled, Yeats wasn't convinced.
"I didn't believe her at first and she had
friends over celebrating," the freshman goal-
ie from Innisfail, Alberta said. "Then, one of
the scouts called me the next morning."
Yeats, who won't be eligible to play until
the second semester, is one of three talented
Black Bears who could see a lot of action in
goal this year.
Although Morrison and Yeats were over-
whelmed when learning they were drafted,
Trattnig wasn't surprised.
"I knew they would call me," the sopho-
more forward said. "I was ranked as a sec-
ond or third round draft choice so it worked
out pretty much as expected.! was definitely
happy."
But not overly elated. Trattnig, on the
same day he was drafted, had just injured his
knee so the NHL news produced almost a
secondary emotion.
"I was bummed out," Trattnig said. "The
news on Chicago drafting me didn't bring
.me up or down."
All three players said their respective
NHL teams are encouraging them to stay in
school to help further develop their game.
"They told me they would like me to stay
here for a couple of years," Yeats said.
"They had already drafted another goalie in
the third round so they wanted me to see
what was going to happen."
• Indoor track
Ready for the season
By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff
After losing high-profile athletes in
Dereck Treadwell and Andy Oliver to grad-
uation, the University of Maine men's in-
door track appeared to be heading for a limp
start to the season.
But don't tell men's and women's coach
Jim Ballinger that.
"We have a lot of people returning who
have done well in the past," said the 12th-
year head coach.
And that will start with high-jumpers
Derek Davis and Phil McGeoghan. Mc-
Geoghan, who is currently a wide receiver
on the Black Bear football squad, broke the
school record with a jump of 7' 25.
Aside with McGeoghan, the B lack Bears
will also boast high-jumper specialist Derek
Davis, who has the indoor record with a
jump of 6'10.5."
"Derek Davis and Phil McGeoghan will
be huge for us," Ballinger said. "They are
going to be outstanding for us. They are both
seven-foot high jumpers."
Headlining the Bears will be senior run-
ner Joe Moody, who holds several New
England titles, including the 800-meter run
in the 1997-98 indoor and outdoor season.
With Moody anchoring the middle-distance
running;Ballinger said he will look to guys like
Thinh Ly, Brian Oickle and Michael Collins to
pace Maine's long-distance running.
"Thinh Ly is our 1,000-meter guy," he
said. "We're optimistic about starting the
season."
Which is still more than a month away.
The Bears — both men and women — open
their season Dec. 5 at Boston University and
will follow that meet with one at the Univer-
sity of New Hampshire.
"We're always aiming for a conference
championship," Katie d'Entremont said.
"It's our No.1 focus."
d'Entremont, a junior from York, holds
the school record in the weight and hammer
throws. Although the women's team was
plagued by a plethora of injuries last year,
the team is looking to bounce back.
"We're going to need our points coming
from everywhere," d'Entremont said. "We
struggled last year but I think if everyone
can stay healthy we'll be strong this year."
Leading the women this year will be
seniors Nichol Stevens, Suzzane Hussey
and Vanessa McGowan.
"Nichol will probably be our top dis-
tance runner," d'Entremont said. "Vanessa
should lead us in the hurdles."
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• Men's hoops
Bedard: returning to his native state
By Jay Baltes
Maine Campus staff
Nothing gets Maine sports fans as excit-
ed as when they look down on a sporting
event and say something like, "That boy's a
Maine-ah."
Not since Francois Bouchard of Old
Orchard Beach joined the men's basketball
team in 1990 have the fans been so excited
about a hometown player.
Now the fans have five native Mainers to
cheer for—the most in recent history. And
this includes a player every schoolboy bas-
ketball fan was hoping would be here —
junior guard Andy Bedard.
Growing up in Rumford, Bedard had a
knack for basketball at an early age. As far
back as kindergarten, Bedard can remember
becoming a student of the sport.
He credits much of his early develop-
ment to his older brother, Joe, who became
a Division III National Champion in the
decathlon.
He often found himself playing against
older and taller kids, which forced him to
rely on good ball handling skills and his
extraordinary jumping ability.
"I could always jump," Bedard said.
"When I played with my brother and all of
his older friends they used to beat on me
pretty good, so I needed all the advantages I
could get."
By the time Bedard got to high school, he
found that all the pick-up games and push-ups
had made him one of the best players in Maine.
In his junior year he averaged 36 points,
8 assists and 8 rebounds per game in leading
Mountain Valley High School to a state
championship.
But unlike many successful high school
athletes Bedard wasn't content with huge
stats and a Gatorade Player of the Year award.
He wanted to keep playing with the older
kids.
"I felt I had done all I could at that level,"
said Bedard. "[Maine Central Institute] had
a good reputation for producing players for
top-25 teams. It seemed like the right thing
to do if I was going to be serious about
playing college basketball."
Such a decision takes a lot of courage
and determination from a schoolboy. Decid-
ing to leave the school system and close
friends he grew up with was a hard decision.
His parents were reluctant to see him leave,
but when push came to shove it was the best
move for enhancing his athletic gift.
"I just took it as a challenge and it ended
up making all the difference," Bedard said.
The difference it made was that Boston
College, which had an impressive bid to the
NCAA tournament in '94, was looking to
build upon that success with players like
Bedard for the 95-96 season.
"I looked at all the options and it seemed
like BC was the highest level of basketball I
could play for at the time."
Bedard saw limited action his freshman
year as the Eagles went on to the NCAA
tournament for the second time in three years.
He became a starter for the first five
games of his sophomore year, averaging 10
points, 4 assists and 2.8 rebounds a game,
including an 18-point effort against Brown
and 17 against Rutgers.
When he was pulled out of the starting
line-up for the remainder of the season his
focus started to wander, all the way back
toward Maine.
"I was aware that the program at UMaine
was headed in the right direction and I
wanted to be a part of it," said Bedard.
"Eventually my teammate Nate [Fox] de-
cided that he was coming too."
Coach John Giannini couldn't be happi-
er to have Bedard and Fox on board.
"Andy and Nate are going to be great
America East players, there's no question
about that," said Giannini. "When you plug
these guys in with our key players from last
year it can only be good for the program."
His teammates couldn't agree more.
"The addition of these guys helps us step
up everything," said guard Marcus Wills.
"It's going to change the way other teams
have to play us."
Wills, along with Fred Meeks, carried
the load of scoring for the team last year.
Andy Bedard. (Jason Canniff photo.)
Prompting teams to focus their defense
around stopping them.
"I feel that my role on defense can over-
play my role on offense now," Meeks said.
"It's a guy like Andy that makes everybody
look better."
It's been well-documented what a success-
ful resident does for an athletics program at the
University of Maine. Bedard knows that the
team and the fans have high expectations for
him, and he wouldn't have it any other way.
"I know what's expected of me and I'm
just going to go out their and play and hope-
fully, things will take care of themselves."
hoops from page 2
Amy Vachon will have an increased role this year for the Black Bears. (file photo.)
She is self-admittedly not an offen-
sive-minded player, averaging just 1.3
points a game and scoring as many
total points last season as former team-
mate Blodgett had in two separate
games alone.
Defense and rebounding is where it's
at for the Starks, ME, resident, perfect
for a team that is now focused on those
aspects of basketball.
The Madison High School alum
didn't start her first two seasons, but did
play in almost every game. Last season,
while a team captain, she started just
three of 30 games.
Why didn't she just throw in the tow-
el or complain about playing time?
"I'm not the kind of person who will
give up and I don't take defeat easily,"
Clark said. "It's not necessarily that I
was defeated, but I knew what times I
wasn't getting the job done, but that's
the way it goes."
"Andrea is just one of those program
leaders and has been from day one. It's
amazing because a lot of people whine
about playing time, and Andie has never
been that person," Maine coach Joanne
Palombo-McCallie said.
One aspect of Clark's personality that
makes her invaluable is being a vocal
leader and a captain, something that
Maine will need this season when things
start to go astray.
"A lot of people won't speak their
mind, but I'll tell people what I feel,
and that's what a lot (of being captain)
is," Clark said. "A lot of it is what you
do yourself and leading the team by
your actions."
By perseverance, she already has.
The Leader: Amy Vachon was born
for this role.
Under the tutelage of father and coach
Paul Vachon at Cony High in Augusta,
the 5'7" point guard led the Rams to two
straight Class A championships and is
poised for a run at another in Orono.
Now after a sophomore season where
she led America East in assists with 6.5
and was among the nation's leaders at
times, it is now Vachon's time to lead
this club to what they hope will be a win
in the NCAA tournament.
"I'm not really surprised. I got lucky
to play a lot my freshman and sopho-
more year, so it's not like I'm jumping
into anything -I haven't been around,"
Vachon said.
In Vachon's years at Maine, she has
been under the tutelage of one of the
best guards in Maine history in Blodgett.
There were many a times when the now-
WNBA hopeful would receive a Vachon
pass underneath.
-When you play with people that are
better than you, you can only pick up
stuff," Vachon said. "Playing with them
and picking little things up each day
helped a lot."
The Future and Present: What
more can be said about Cassidy? In two
years, she has disspelled the thought of
a dismal existence after the Blodgett
era ended.
Cassidy led the team in scoring sev-
en times and in rebounding 17 times,
giving creedence to the theory that she
might be the next great Maine star,
following in the footsteps of Blodgett
and Rachel Bouchard.
But is she ready to take on the role?
"It is verriimpoTtant for Jamie to take
on the role of leader and to lead by
playing excellent defense," Palombo
said. "I think she's beginning to make
strides to understand what it is to be a
leader on a team."
"It feels good, but it can't just be
three players. Everybody is going to
have to step it up and I think we're all
realizing that now," Cassidy said.
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The Bears swimming and diving teams return a solid core of athletes this year. (file photo.)
UPCOMING EVENTS
Here is a quick glance at the winter sports athletics teams'
upcoming games and events. ...
Men's Hockey: Tonight at 7 p.m. against the University of
Moncton. The Black Bears (2-0) play the second game of the
JO Penney Hockey Classic tonight following the Union-Niagara
game at 4 p.m. All games are in the Alfond.
Women's Basketball: The annual Blue-White game will be
played Friday, Oct. 30 at 6:30 p.m. in Alfond Arena.
Men's Basketball: Like the women, the Black Bears will
also hold their Blue-White game on Oct. 30, only it is scheduled
for 8 p.m..
Women's Hockey: The Black Bears begin their first season
in Div. l's powerhouse ECAC Conference on Nov. 6 at 7:00
p.m.. Maine will play at Princeton and New Hampshire before
returning torOrurreffora pair of exhibition games against New
Brunswick, Saturday, Nov. 21.
Swimming/Diving: The teams begin regular season competition
against Central Connecticut State Oct. 31. And yes, the America
East Championship meet is slated to be held in Orono this year.
Indoor Track: The Black Bears open their season Dec. 5th
at Boston University. The cross country season, which is still in
season, concludes with the NCAA Championships Nov. 23.
Maine will compete in cross country's America East champion-
ships Oct. 31 at Towson University.
• Swimming
Diving into the new year
By Brian Bechard
Special to the Campus
Swimming and diving are activities
that most of us enjoy in the summer
months as a way to escape the heat and
humidity we are forced to endure.
For the University of Maine swim and
diving teams it is not that simple. To
these athletes the pool is not a place of
leisure, it is an unforgiving body of water
that they battle with on a daily basis.
With the autumn months in full swing,
the UMaine swim and diving teams have
begun their workouts. Seven sessions
crammed into a five-day period shows
just how dedicated these athletes are to
their sport.
Two-and-a-half hour workouts in the
afternoons Monday through Friday com-
bined with morning workouts of a little
more than an hour on Tuesday and Thursday
make for a busy week.
Head coach Jeff Wren is currently
leading both the men's and women's
teams as well as the diving team into the
season virtually by himself.
"Right now we are doing a job search
for a diving coach," said Wren on his
short-handed staff.
Jaret Lizzotte, a recent graduate from
UMaine and former member of the swim
team, will help Wren with the diving
team. Lizzotte has diving experience
from high school and will lend his servic-
es until the coaching void is filled.
The men's swim team is coming off a
3-7 record last year and a sixth-place
finish in the conference.
Senior captains Jason Williams and Joe
Dinan will head a team that is composed of
a couple of promising underclassmen along
with some veteran swimmers.
Kevin Fox is one of those promising
underclassmen. Fox , a freshman, has
been impressive early on. Dana Bar-
rows, a versatile sophomore who com-
petes in the freestyle as well as the back
stroke, is another underclassmen that
figures to have an impact on the team's
success.
Throw in junior Christian Talbut and
senior Jason Patton, along with captains
Williams and Dinan ,and the men's squad
figures to have a good balance of experi-
enced veterans and underclassmen with
potential.
"We're a little smaller than we've
been in the past, but we have some good
new people," Wren said. "We're hoping
they are going to come together and have
a good year."
The women's swim team posted a 5-
5 record in 1997-1998 that gave them a
fifth place finish in the conference.
Senior, Susie Harrick — a two-time
America East champion in the 200-meter
butterfly— will captain the women's team.
Joining Harrick as the veteran leaders
for the 'women are senior twins Shannon
and Trina Smith, who are the top back-
strokers in the program. Anne Murphy
will give experience to the relay teams.
Danielle Howard and Miriam Rose-
bush are two underclassmen that should
figure into the team as the season
progresses.
"We're looking really strong. We have
a good freshmen class that should con-
tribute to the team." said Rosebush, who
should be one of Maine's top breaststro-
kers this season.
Like the men's team, the women's
squad is very balanced. A good mix of
seasoned veterans and eager newcomers
should help the women's team through-
out the season.
"It's going to give us more depth and
we haven't had that too much before,"
said Rosebush on her teams balance this
year. "We have a variety of events we are
going to be strong in this year."
As far as the conference goes, the
women's team is optimistic about the
upcoming season.
"We have a lot of freshmen this year,
[so] we should place a lot higher than last
year," said Rosebush. "Boston Universi-
ty is our biggest rival. The BU meet is
one of the biggest duel meets we are
going to try to win this year."
The Black Bears are looking toward
the 1998 season as a learning experience.
With only four athletes and no permanent
coach, this year's team is just looking to
be competitive.
The 1998-99 campaign features six
home meets, including the America East
Conference meet Feb. 19-21. The team
has 10 regular-season meets starting Oct.
31 at Central Connecticut.
Wren has mixed feelings on how his
team will fare in its first meet of the
season.
"I haven't seen much from their wom-
en's team," he said on the first meet of
the year. "We expect their men's team to
be pretty darn good though."
The Sunday after the C. Conn. meet
Maine faces Patriot league foe Colgate. Nov.
7th, Vermont comes to Orono for the Bears'
first home meet of the 1998-99 season.
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• Column
Apathy brings us together
W e are all just a bunch ofwonderful soft-footedliberals. We go to a sup-
posed progressive liberal arts col-
lege and assume that by simply
going here we are making a state-
ment. We are saying that we care,
and that by us being educated, the
world will be a more beautiful and
lofty place.
But saying that we are
a "bunch" would imply
some sort of unity, that
we are together in some
pressing cause, namely
the education of our "future." So
we recycle some empties, wash
clothes in warm water, and watch
CNN once a week and call it
good, convincing ourselves that
we are doing our part. We may
even pick up the Sunday holiday
edition of the New York Times,
which, of course, is some of the
best writing in the world, possi-
bly reading it cover to cover, and
then proceed to call ourselves
educated. If you are a super per-
son, you could separate your bot-
tles and cans, add some corrugat-
ed cardboard, and speak out in
class, and then call yourself in-
volved. And if you were really a
downright spectacular citizen,
you may even join the local di-
sheveled enviro-group, add some
sincerity, visit your professor
during office hours, and then pro-
ceed to declare yourself enlight-
ened. Jobs done, right?
The other day MPAC set up a
table at the Union asking stu-
dents, teachers and anybody else
who cared, to look up from the
ground and display their opinion
as to where they want their tax
dollars to go. They showed where
the money is going in a nice pie
chart and asked, objectively and
with the intention to educate, for
these progressive liberal arts stu-
dents to simply express them-
selves by placing pennies in nifty
jars representing various modes
of government. Never mind their
"Day without the Pentagon,"
buns-not-guns agenda,
or the fact that this would
slow down people's
By Jason
Canniff
be easily influenced by those
who are more "educated" than
them. Just as in the classroom,
when very intelligent and capa-
ble students are shied away by
the silent favoritism toward
those who
paths to the computer; they gave
you money to express yourself.
Out of 10,000 students at this
institution, 240 responded, and
even then with hesitancy and a
disconcerting glare, ready to go
back and hide in the happy dorm
bubble or the protective shell
around the office cubicle. Every-
thing is OK.
In the past week, our faithful
friends and administrators have
held open forums for students,
teachers and groundlookers, on
improving diversity and increas-
ing tolerance on campus, a very
pressing and real issue. This
would be the chance to shout
your minority voice and have an
profound impact on university
climate and boosting morale for
students of color. It was free.
Instead, no students showed up,
leaving this issue to the "Diver-
sity Task Force." This is bog-
gling, considering we are irate
when people don't take college
writing seriously, and are insult-
ed when people don't respect
our opinion. We want a voice,
but yet when given the chance,
we remain stationary.
It appears to me that the only
thing we are united in is our apathy.
Students have a tendency to
can enunci-
ate better
than them,
this takes
place in the
community
as well. We
affection-
ately refer to these "go-doers"
as representatives, politicians
and the wealthy. We look at our-
selves as a fraction and wonder
how much impact one person
could have.
So, if you can't speak well and
don't have any money, it's OK,
because you can save cans and put
trendy political bumper stickers
on the car, register to vote, and
show your assertiveness by elect-
ing the person with the best cam-
paign slogan.
Or you could just hide in the
shell, read your education, look
down at the ground and have faith
that everything is going to be OK.
Jason Canniff is a sophomore
who has not yet decided on a course
of study. He is also the photo editor
for The Maine Campus.
Your opinion
matters
Write a letter
to the editor.
The Maine Campus
UMalne's thrice-weekly newspaper
• Chumpin' at the bit
The new pioneers
Could it be that worldwideeconomic depression is thedispersion of wealth? At
the bottom there is only up. So the
world screeches to a halt and mil-
lions of people starve, homes are
lost, lives are ruined, economies
are restructured, and the world be-
gins anew. Those less invested
switch to the front and are given
time to catch up. Is this better than
a war? When we starve there is no
hero. When one dies saving his
platoon, then a hero is made. The
hero takes his time. The hero loves.
So war is the answer? Irreversible
damage is done to a landscape,
millions of people die, bomb cra-
ters become ponds, architecture is
modernized. Is that better?
So instead, everyone is kept
sheep. The life of the pioneers
can still be ours. Who pursues
that goal? Who inherits their
father's store? Who tills the fam-
ily soil? It is our history, our
heritage.
So the city life calls and some
go to trade shares of products
they don't know; it's hot so it's
mine. Some work to buy that
Jag, to cruise too fast with the top
down through streets too nar-
row, to know YOUR history.
Some go Italian, the red Ferrari
stopping like a cat and springing
off the line. Is that what the goal
is? To have suits handmade in
Milan? A Swiss watch, a house
with the best view, designed by
By Preston
Noon
happy and we wait until a natural
disaster clears a zone: it's the fu-
ture, see, destiny. Can we keep
everyone alive as median age gets
closer to a century? The world fills
and there is no answer. So we move
to the moon. Will the best remain
on earth, will oxygen come from
plants of the industrial nature? So
the spread is worthless as nature
dies? Missions to the moon to live
in a greenhouse? Then to Mars?
The world outside doesn't really
matter. Inside, we've made the light
and scenes to see, through our life-
size TV screen on the wall. Out-
side is wasteland, but the Tetons of
Wyoming are on the wall, or may-
be a precipice view. We can adjust
the oxygen in our home to suit our
needs. The rich have more as the
story goes.
And then we consider: Is this.
not our last frontier? Aren't we
the very last cowboys? One need
not search hard to hear a story of
impassable perfection from the
grit guy. The wild West is still
here. Toe-to-toe, blow-for-blow,
we take our adversary down. Try
counting how many trucks you
see, hearty steed with mechanical
speed. Ask how many of your
friends can use a chainsaw. Who
got their deer last year? This built-
up hype of an industrialized na-
tion is nothing but slick market-
ing intended as product. What is
to stop you from buying a plot of
land out in Greenbush and build-
ing a cabin? Sawing the logs by
hand, working the team to clear
the land — nothing except ambi-
tion. It is a rough man today who
would partake in such an adven-
ture. Yet still our freedom is lim-
ited. The warden may not ques-
tion the occasional deer who was
eating the apples, the coon in the
grain room, the coyote in the
some guy they say is famous? Or
maybe it's the painting on your
wall done by a dead Frenchman.
Maybe the Oriental carpets you
bought with your bonus will im-
press the neighbors. So you pick
up a classic car and drive it to
visits and your friends talk about
your car and you talk about their
new pool and you forget why
you bought the car and they the
pool. Was it to be free? The chains
of life may tie you, but today is
your day and whatever the sky
holds, whatever the cry holds,
it's you and you are the master.
Christdied by suffocation, which
may be a little better than starva-
tion, but a lot like drowning,
certainly not as bad as having
your legs blown off by a land
mine. And so we run off into the
forest, the place we are safe, the
place where the rest of the world
doesn't really have to exist, we
could live a year in that cabin, no
radio, no television, just us, on
the new year we take the Ski-doo
into town and load up the sled.
The freezer is filled, honey and
flour, salt and spices in full stock.
We buy 50 pounds of coffee
beans — no Starbucks up there in
the woods — because we are told
we need it. Life is for today. Life
is for the flowers. The time has
come and that time is now. The
onelvhois-real is. All castles fall
into the sea eventually. Appreci-
ation protects us from deprecia-
tion. When you get to the bottom
you go back to the top. Ask your-
self what is the essence of our
everyday pretense, in that, the
explanation is ours. Giddyup.
Preston Noon is a senior En-
glish major and is a columnist
for The Maine Campus.
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Jasmine's Lunar Love Forecast
Friday, Oct. 23 through Thursday, Oct. 29
Wow! Did you see those bad vibes just fly right past ya? Whew. We made it! I know its been
a rough week and everyone is feeling at least a little low, but !promise you this, new growth is occurring
as we read this and the universe has heard our pleas, and is preparing quite a picture show for us this
month — just wait and see! That bitter pill has hopefully been swallowed, hard lessons have been
learned, and by the early morning hours of Friday, Oct. 23, we are blessed with the ability to
believe again in the goodness and wonder of life when the Moon enters Sagittarius, First
Quarter. Sag is symbolized by the cantor half- man, half-beast creature who represents the
duality of our human nature. He is at once both divine and imperfect — not quite evolved yet,
but possessing the heart and the mind to continue yearning to be better. Under this moon sign,
we tend to be both inspired and oblivious — try to stay somewhere in the middle! There is a
tendency to make stupid decisions, and you need to watch what pops out of your mouth.
Travel is lucky under this moon, and adventures into the unknown with your beloved
would be the absolute best thing you could do until noontime Sunday! If you're single,
party on! Everyone will be in a "good mood" this weekend. If there was a Moon sign that said,
"Let's Do It!" it would be the Moon in Sag! Gather your best friends, play sports,lobbb.
watch sports, go to every event and every party you can get into and just have fun!
As the First Quarter Moon is a beginning cycle, plant new seeds of growth in the areas
of your life that you want to focus your energy on in the next month. Start the ball
rolling on what matters to you at this time!
You'll be ready to go back to the basics by Sunday, Oct. 25, when the Moon
rides through the VOC from 12:05 p.m. to 1:42 p.m.--don't do anything too i m
portant during that time--and Capricorn enters. Ah, pay up time ... Capricorn cares
about status, work, and long-term security — get the pic? Capricorn is a Goat — they don't
care about looks and charm (or whether weeds or buds fill their gut — the same feeling,
right?) — they want to "get the job done" and only want to know "the facts." You'll be
feeling the effects yourself in your attention to other peoples' usefulness to you, your goals,
your place in the game (love, war, academics), and in self-evaluation (or snobbish-
ness, depending on your attitude)! Sunday is an excellent day for love, but be on
your toes Monday morning and through Tuesday night. Your girlfriend, your
professor, or your mother has the pen and chart in hand. They're making notes on
"how you rate" — so like a good Moon Scout, be prepared. That's all I'm gonna say.
Freak out, freaks! Get the tie-dye out and make way for Moon in the "nutty
professor" sign of Aquarius! As of Wednesday, Oct. 28, we will be under the electrical,
. New Age vibes of the Aquarius Moon. We are also now into the Second Quarter, or
the waxing moon; as it's called. This is when we are the most outwardly active in our lives.
We are doing —not being, or processing. Watch for what appears to be happening at your
- life at this time ... it's a glimpse of what's to come! The Second Quarter Moon in Aquarius
is more emotionally detached than other Moon cycles. We are less concerned with
people and relationships than ideas —especially ideas of a Utopian nature, or our dreams
about the future. The pack matters more than the one. Although friendship is favored over love,
. it's because of the underlying need for the freedom to be "yourself," and to do that, we often search
out people with whom we identify, as opposed to those we may be "attracted" to.
Give your lovers a lot of space to express their uniqueness. Don't be surprised if love
and romance isn't on the top of "his" or "her" list at this time — and for goodness
sake, don't take offense! It's natural now to crave solitude. Plans made during the
fixed sign of Aquarius have the tendency to stick, so use this Moon sign to sign
contracts, set boundaries, make plans, and overall organize your life.
Enjoy the freedom others give you to express all of you — and give back
the gift of non-judgment to those who cross your path!
Have a wonderful Moon lite week!
Love and Light,
Jasmine
Write Ask Jasmine at:
rainbow@agate.net
or visit her web site:
http://www.nemaine.com/rainbowsolutions
Written letters can be dropped off at The Maine Campus reception desk, fourth
Chadbourne Hall.
floor,
Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Friday, October 23
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: You
have so much talent at your fingertips that you are
sure to achieve something remarkable this year.
The only thing that can hold you back is if you get
frustrated that results are not coming fast enough.
Relax. Everything that's meant to happen will
happen at just the right time.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Wouldn't it
be nice to have so much money that you never
have to worry about paying the bills again? Well,
yes, of course, but the goal this week is to have
more by spending less.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): It's time to
get serious about your ambitions. It's time to cut
through all the wishful thinking and decide once
and for all what you are going to do with your life.
Actually, you know what you want to do with
your life—it's simply a case of admitting it to
yourself,
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): It's not like
you to fear the unknown, usually you barge right
in and announce your arrival, but, for some
reason, you are strangely reluctant to get in-
volved in something you should by all accounts
enjoy. Listen to your instincts by all means but
don't let fear rule your life.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): You may be
a loner by nature but it is essential now that you
become more of a team player. Maybe you will
be the leader of the team and maybe you will be
an insignificant cog in the wheel: either way the
important thing is that you put the common good
first.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): As Saturn cross-
es the midheaven angle of your chart this week
you will need to exercise a great deal of self-
restraint. If you let your ambitions run away
with you then there is the distinct possibility
that you could make some serious enemies.
That is the last thing you want now that your
goal is so close.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): It might be
wise not to make too many promises today as
social and travel plans are subject to change
and disruption. Actually, you will probably
be quite glad for an excuse to get out of
something you were not looking forward to.
But why on Earth did you agree to it in the
first place?
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Financial
matters, especially those involving business,
investments and large sums of money, will
come under scrutiny over the next few days, so
if you have something to hide you had best
make sure you have covered your tracks. But if
you do get found out, the best approach is total
honesty.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): You feel a
sense of duty to partners and colleagues and
because of that you are more likely to listen to
what they have to say and, who knows, maybe
even act on it for once. But don't get too carried
away with the 'Mr. Nice Guy' act. Your own
interests must still come first.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22. Dec. 21): You
are not at your best when dealing with details but
as Saturn changes signs this week the details are
going to become increasingly important. The
best way to stay on top of things is to deal with
problems as they arise, not in one mad rush at the
last possible moment.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Keep it
simple today and you won't have any problems.
While others are wallowing in self-pity or drown-
ing in a sea of details you can see the wider
picture and the view is quite spectacular. Your
life is unfolding according to the cosmic plan—let
it happen and nothing will faze you.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): You
may find it hard to get through to partners and
loved ones today, mainly because you are
thinking along completely different lines. But
that's okay, the world would be a boring place
if everyone agreed all the time. Just don't let
the things you differ on come between you
emotionally.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): No matter
how many illusions you have fallen for in the past
your mind will be immensely logical this week.
Whether you act on the conclusions you reach
remains to be seen, but there is no doubt that
certain aspects of your life need to be reviewed,
revised and, where appropriate, removed.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Saturday, October 24
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Gem-
ini is ruled by Mercury and Mercury is the planet
of logic. But you can take logic too far, you can
rely too heavily on the powers of reason. Your
birthday charts suggests it will pay you to listen
more to your emotions. Not a lot: just enough to
get a more rounded viewpoint.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): You may
be eager to make changes today but others
won't appreciate it if you push them faster
than they want to go. It may be frustrating but
it will pay you to take your time and explain
what you are proposing in plain and simple
language. Then they will go along with your
plans.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): You're not
the only stubborn member of the Zodiac and no
matter how hard you try and no matter how
persuasive you can be you won't be able to
change colleagues' minds once they have decid-
ed what they want to believe. But why should you
want to? What does it matter to you?
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Others may
be selfish and put their own interests first but
there is no reason why you must follow suit. In
fact, with the Sun, Mars and Mercury all in your
birth sign you can afford to be generous, because
everything you do for others will in some way
benefit you too.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): It doesn't
matter what you do today so long as you do
something. If you sit still for more than a minute
you may not get up again for the rest of the day.
If you force yourself to move you will quickly
build up enough momentum to take you through
to the weekend and beyond.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Don' t judge every-
one by your own standards. True, they may be
very high standards and perhaps more people
should attempt to live by them., but you have got
to be realistic. People are different and do things
in different ways. Would you really want every-
body to be just like you?
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Stick with
what you know and trust today, even though
partners and colleagues May be trying to coax
you into trying something new. No doubt they
will come up with all sorts of reasons why you
should be more adventurous but the truth is they
want to use you as a guinea pig.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): What sounds
like bad news early in the day is nothing of the
sort —you are merely interpreting it the wrong
way. Wait until mid-afternoon or later and
your view of the situation will change dramat-
ically. Facts are facts but how you look at those
facts will determine whether they are 'good' or
'bad.'
SCORPIO (Oct. 23- Nov. 21): You are not
the sort to give up just because your first and
second efforts failed. You will keep going until
the end oftime if you have to but you will get it
right in the end. Actually, you won't have to wait
that long as your chart suggests a breakthrough is
imminent.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): You
have a knack for avoiding things you don't want
to do but even you will have trouble avoiding
your responsibilities today. Yes, it's d'pain, yes,
it's a bore. but the longer you leave it the harder
it will get, so deal with it now and then forget
about it once and for all.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): You care
deeply about your reputation but that makes you
an easy target for people who envy your financial
and professional success. If you hear a few whis-
pers today, if the rumor mill starts turning, the
best thing you can dr. ignore it. You have more
important things to do With your time.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Don't cut
any corners today, not even if you have cut the
same corners before and got away with it. You
can bet that someone is watching and that some-
one will make a big deal of the fact that you bent
the rules. They may be acting maliciously but
that won't make it any less embarrassing.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Why do you
suffer so many fools? Is it your charitable nature?
Or is it some basic weakness that stops you
getting rid of them? Whatever the reason you
cannot afford to be diverted by clowns today. It's
time to get tough with people who waste your
time and energy.
ENTERTAINMENT
FROM THE HOME OFFICE OF BETA THETA PI
Top Ten Signs This Week is the Drink-Out
10. Anheuser-Busch stock has plummeted.
9. Root beer sales have risen.
8. Bill Kennedy is bored.
7. Dorm damage hasn't been this low since Prohibition.
6. Some students finally see their grades really aren't double digits.
5. Burby and Bates employees have taken up macrame.
4. Maybe, lust maybe, the toilet paper will stay inside this weekend.
3. An upsurge in attendance at non-trad commuter soup hour.
2. Sigma Nu says they're getting on down for the year 2000.
1. When asked about the re-opening of Geddy's, Alex sighed, "Not
this week."
— by Rob Brewer
NEW YORK TIMES DAILY CROSSWORD No. 0519
ACROSS
1 Bay of Naples
isle
6 Custard base
9 Hamburger, e.g.
14 Marriage
15 Word for a
superior
16 Nebraska's
biggest city
17 Pipe parts
18 Sports
Illustrated's
1974 Sportsman
of the Year
19 Not so strict
20 "Impossible"
achievement
23 POly- -
(college major)
24 Faux pas
25 Language name
suffix
28 Excise
30 Strikingly
unusual things
35 March Madness
org.
37 Offshore
apparatus
39 Prohibitions for
Junior
40 "Impossible"
discovery
44 Reach in
amount
45 Parisian article
46 Toy on a string
47 Not always
50 Furry TV alien
52 Beachgoer's
goal
53 Andy's boy, in
60's TV
55 One of own
57 "Impossible"
activity!
65 Angler of
morays
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
LISPSISPEC DIVA
TILE OBIS
SOUPANDSANDWI CH
ENGAGE
CBS
ATTENDEE
LEAR ERAS
STEM INTAKE
OUTS EEOC NAMED
MEATANDPOTATOES
ENDERRISECSSIER LE
TOT EMS DOES YSL
LALA ATUB
RESIDING SCALPS
CAKEAND I CECREAM
AS I S GULP ORATE
SENT SPAR RENEW
66 Holm of
"Chariots of
Fire"
67 More than some
sa Kind of acid
69 English 
70 Goosebump-
raising
71 Inner
connection?
72 "Don't Bring Me
Down" rock grp.
73 Not neatniks
DOWN
Zodiacal
delineation
2 Get the pot going
3 Dock
4 Frolics
5 Bug
6 Birthright seller
in Genesis
7 Poisonous
desert dwellers,
for short
8 Radiator front
9 Sportsman's
mount
to Amo, amas, 
11 Curbside call
12 Lt. Kojak
13 Kitten's plaything
.21 Pageant topper
22 Variety
25 Prefix with
structure
26 Reconnoiterer
27 Visit again and
again
29 Top ofa clock
dial
31 Was in, as a
class
32 Eskimo
2 3 4 5 9 10 1 12 13
14 5 16
18 19
20 21 22
25
23 24
31 32 33 3427 28 29 30
35 36 37 38 39
40 41 42 43
44 45 46
47 48 49 50 51 52
57 58 59 60
53 , 54 55 56
62 63 6461
5 66 67
68 69 70
71 72 73
Puzzle by Milian-1S. Cotter
33 Terra - -
34 Visibly frightened
36 Voting 'no"
38 African antelope
41 It's another day
42 Out   limb
43 One who has life
to look forward
to?
48 Smog-battling
org.
49 Pretty as a
picture, e g
51 -Killing Me
Softly" pop
group, with the
54 Quick
communication
56 "Bolero"
composer
57 They may be
strained in
young families
58 Do-----
(cabbage)
59 Actress Lena
60 Biological trait
carrier
61 Enjoying, in
slang
62- Beach, Fla.
63 Tot's place
64 Whiskies
Corrections
To bring a correction to our
attention, call 581-1271 be-
tween 9 a.m. and noon, e-mail
To_the_editor@umit.maine.edu,
or stop by the office on the
fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.
Mararre,
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concerns — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven
days a week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute,
which is billed to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be
18 or older. Call today — 1-900-726-3063.
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• Hauck
'The Crackwalker' will blow your mind
By Elisabeth Gold
Maine Campus staff
It's been a good six hours since I left the
premiere performance of "The Crackwalk-
er" presented by the School of Performing
Arts and the Maine Masque, and I am just
now coming down as I write this. This
dramatic interpretation of those who have
"fallen through the cracks" is a stunning and
poignant look at our society's horrors.
The intensity of a show is usually mea-
sured through the music, set and, of course,
the believability of the actors. The cre-
ative integration of these three crucial
elements in "The Crackwalker" take the
theater-goer to another dimension.
Set in Canada, the play focuses on two
troubled couples dealing with what has
become of their lives. We are first intro-
duced to Theresa, (Misty Dawn Jordan), a
mentally retarded woman who lives her life
on the streets with various men. She goes to
her friend Sandy (Kristen Williams) and
after much coercing, Sandy lets her stay.
Sandy's husband, Joe (Christopher Ash-
more) is threatening, abusive and a drunk.
His friend and Theresa's love, Alan (An-
drew Lyons) is also mentally challenged
but loving and soft-spoken-- at first.
Henrique Fontes playes The Man, a
homeless man who wanders and moans
and provokes the other four characters
into their eventual fate. He is a distraction
for the audience, as well as the characters,
as he is the crackwalker- the pit of society
that one may fall into without warning.
Drenched as this play is in drama, hu-
mor finds its way through. One can look to
the detailed brilliance of the writer, Judith
Thompson and the meticulous care of the
director Sandra Hardy, but the writing
will go only as far as the actors. To draw
laughter in such a tense setting, not only
transcends talent but gift.
These actors, not only dealing with graph-
ic material and explicit language, also deal
with violence. Ashmore expresses this vio-
lence in such an eerily real manner one
cannot help but flinch. In one mouth-drop-
ping scene, Joe is drunk, horny and relent-
less in wanting Sandy. They have just calmed
down from a fight in which she accuses him
of cheating. Just as she gives in to his pathet-
ic seduction by stripping down to her bra
and underwear at his request, he tells her
he's got other things to do. It is a heart-
wrenching scene, as we see this woman
grappling with the realization that her hus-
band is an asshole but she loves him too
much to be without him.
We see the deterioration of the rela-
tionship between Theresa and Alan, two
people who are so sweet and loving to-
ward each other, talking about marriage
and babies. The couple is so happy and
satisfied that sentimentality sweeps the
stage. We are optimistic that even in the
screwed-up world they find themselves
in, they will beat the odds and live happily
ever after.
The dark mesh screens on the stage coin-
cide with the Crackwalker's theme of sepa-
rateness. The characters are arranged through
a pecking order — Joe is the big man every-
one loves to hate, Sandy is beaten by him, all
the while looking down upon Theresa and
Alan, who in turn mock the crackwalker.
The intricacies of these relationships be-
come intertwined throughout the show, prob-
ing us to look at ourselves and how we in
turn view other people.
After the intimate performance, the actors
and crew members came out and reflected
with audience members about the topics that
charged the play and their reactions to play-
ing such provocative characters.
"The play is basically dealing with the
nasty side of society," Ashford said. "I
find myself more aware of my surround-
The realistic violence in "The Crackwalker" will make you squirm in your seat.
ing and what's going on."
After telling how she researched the
part, Jordan added: "The existence some
people have is so sad. And nobody even
gives them a smile."
The behind-the-scenes crew members
should be commended for their work on
set design, lighting, music and costuming.
The play would not have been complete
without such props as Joe's silver-lettered
Pantera T-shirt and the sounds of artists
such as Jimi Hendrix and Bjork in
background sewing the scenes together.
This play will stun you. You may as
well be strapped into your seat, because
you aren't going anywhere. It will bring
you into a different level of consciousness
and get you talking.
The Crackwalker is playing through-
out the weekend in Hauck Auditorium and
is free to students with a MaineCard. Do
yourself and society a favor — go see it.
the
• Coffeehouse scene
'Jim's Big Ego' gets to know crowd with Napkin song
By Jennifer McCausland refreshing change from recent depressing
Maine Campus staff performers from the Peabody Lounge series.
"I'm a serious guy, I like to write on
Jim's Big Ego played at the Peabody napkins, don't bother me, I'm busy," one
Lounge Tuesday. It was a great performance song went. The randomness of the songs
brought to you by the efforts and planning of gave an interesting twist in the performance.
the Union Board. Jim's Big Ego pushes mania During the "Napkin Song," Jim's Big Ego
to the limit with impromptu performances, asked everyone to write a couple lines of
unique lyrics and a drive to please the audi- poetry on a napkin. Jim later combined all the
ence. Their sarcasm and intelligent wit drips napkins and created a song from the student's
from every lyric, turning a cffeine perfor- lyrics. The band played following each other's
mance to an inactive party with the audience. leads, feeding each other through the music.
At one point Jesse, the drummer, asked The effect was impressive to say the least.
one girl studying, "What are you studying "I hitchhiked a thousand miles to buy you
for, is it worth it?" wine oh empty couch, oh empty couch,
The disgruntled student assured him that how you fill my heart with blood," Jim sang
it was necessary. during the chorus of the "Napkin Song."
"One time we studied, but then we be- Powerful background instruments sup-
came musicians. Don't become like us," ported the band. Students in the Coffee Shop
said Jim, the lead vocalist, were not impressed with volume. Many
The lyrics sung by Jim's Big Ego were agreed this was a jamming performance that
creative and uplifting. This came to be a should have taken place in the Bear's Den.
Jim's Big Ego blasted the ears of those in
the coffee shop Tuesday night. (Jake
Peppard photo.)
Many of Jim's songs were not politically
correct, producing nervous laughs every time.
"I really liked this girl, but she' s dead. To me
she'll still be dead till she calls me on the phone.
..." The perverted humor in these lines cli-
maxed from the name of the song: "Titanic."
"I wrote this song six months before that
movie about the big boat came out, but for
some reason Celine Dion didn't want to sing
my song," Jim eXplained.
Big Jim looks like a nut with a shiny,
bald head and a fat goatee. The other two
members played with goofy smiles and crust-
ed dreadlocks. It looked like a college band
out to have a good time.
Jim's Big Ego's most recent CD, "Don't
Get Smart," was released Sep. 15. On Tues-
day, most of the performances promoted the
sale of this latest CD. Jim told the audience that
"Don't Get Smart" has reached number eight
on the college market. Yet with Jim, there was
no telling when he was being serious.
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• CD Review
'ICE' lyrics are just...cold
No, it's not Vanilla Ice. It's a whole different band, ICE. (courtesy photo.)
By Dave Alger
Special to the Campus
What's new in music stores today? Well, the
so-called hardcore hip-hop group known as ICE
has recently put out a new compact disc entitled
"Bad B lood." Recorded in Hardwood Studios, in
Brooklyn, N.Y., and Innovation Studios in Is-
lington, N.Y., this album portrays an underlying
theme of "fighting the system" which comes to
us in the form of long, hackneyed outbursts
characterized by rage and utter confusion. "Bad
Blood" is nothing short of bad news.
The lyrics for some reason remind me of a
horrible cover band trying to sing and perform
in a mix between Rage Against The Machine
and hints of Ice Cube somewhere along the line.
Sad but true, these guys are certainly a bunch of
hip-hop/rock star wannabes. In short, the dudes
are agitated. Severely agitated.
After listening to the CD a few times,
though, it still isn't apparent just what exactly
they are rhyming about, which in return makes
them come across bitter and distasteful in the
end. This is probably due to the fact that it is
extremely hard to make some sense out of
most of the lyrics.
The issues that this band raps about come to
us in a format of gibberish, which stems from
the lead singer's annoying, rather monotonous
voice. The lyrics are certainly hard to under-
stand, which isn't necessarily a bad thing, how-
ever, when a huge portion of the album falls into
this realm of straight up babble, it certainly
gives off this feeling overwhelmingly.
Isn't there enough music out there in the
music industry these days that fit this bill?
Characterized by depressed and disillusioned
youth? Certainly. You have groups like Korn,
Marilyn Manson and Nine Inch Nails, but these
bands have a degree of uniqueness which sets
them apart from others such as ICE.
It takes a lot more than yelling and
screaming at the top of your lungs into the
microphone to get your message across to
your general audience. I'd be surprised if
ICE have a bunch of groupies who follow
them around from one gig to another. Noth-
ing against them, but I highly doubt it. These
days it seems like any run-of-the-mill bunch
of guys can get together, play a few tunes,
and label themselves hardcore.
On the other hand, this band does have
one redeeming quality: the presence of bass
throughout the music. Bass is crucial. Actu-
ally, this captivating usage of bass gives
most of the songs on this album cohesive-
ness. As a result, there are many successful
transitions between the rhythms. However,
whoever was on the turntables could have
polished up their choice of scratch material
just a tad bit. This didn't really take too
much away from the music, but still, it is
something that can be noted.
Nonetheless, the best aspect of their ca-
dence came from "scratching" provided by D.J.
Vadim. Vadim mixes slow, drawn-out beats,
followed by fast-paced, hard-hitting ones. Con-
ga drums, synthesizers, and drum loops charac-
terize the duration of instrumentals which were
implemented on the album.
ICE gets one thumb up and one down. The
thumb's up is derived from the efforts of D.J.
Vadim's hardhitting beats. The thumb's down
results from the band's overall presence, char-
acterized by the negative attitude which they
portray while on the mike. While the fact that
music is universal still remains to be known,
someone out there must have jived with them
from the start.
• Bravo
Nashville appears 'cutthroat' in documentary
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) —It's a mo-
ment worthy of Robert Altman's "Nash-
ville, the 1975 film thatsavagely satirized
the country music business.
Tammy Wynette is being interviewed at
home when her door chime goes off in mid-
sentence. The British interviewer struggles
to recognize the tune.
Wynette smiles. Then, like a proud moth-
er pulling out baby pictures for the ump-
teenth time, she says in a reverent whisper,
"It's 'Stand By Your Man." '
Wynette not only sang her theme song at
every show until her death in April, she
chose to hear it every time someone came to
the door. Who knew?
The vignette is part of "Naked Nash-
ville,— which airs 8 to 9 p.m. EST (note time
changes this weekend EST) Monday through
Wednesday on the Bravo cable channel.
And time and time again in the three-part
documentary, Nashville comes off as decid-
edly idiosyncratic, insular — and cutthroat.
Perhaps Altman got more right than any-
one wanted to admit in his film that infuriat-
ed Nashville.
"Watch what you say, watch what you
do," country star Reba McEntire warns up-
and-comers. —You got little eyes watching
you all the time."
Young singer Mindy McCready is blunt-
er: "The butt-kissing is just sickening," she
says.
After looking at Hollywood, sports and
the news business, "Naked Nashville" is
the latest in a series of documentaries about
America by British producer Nick Kent.
"My fascination is really with American
celebrity," Kent said. "Country music is
very much the heart of a certain kind of
America— America's ideas about itself."
His outsider perspective works to the
film's advantage.
Though he says he tried to be impartial,
it's clear the Brits are amazed that talents
like the rough-and-tumble, tattooed singer
Dale Watson and the obviously gifted song-
writer Matraca Berg aren't major stars.
In Tuesday's episode, "My Heroes Have
Always Been Cowboys," Watson is con-
trasted with MCA hopeful Keith Harling.
Harling is shown having his wardrobe and
just about everything else molded by record
label executives.
"Nashville reminds me of Hollywood as
it was in the '40s and '50s, when it was very
much a company town," Kent said.
Many of the serious players in country
music spoke candidly for the documentaries.
There are interviews with record label heads
Joe Galante (RCA), Tony Brown (MCA),
Evelyn Shriver (Asylum) and stars like Will-
ie Nelson, Kris Kristofferson and the dean of
Nashville songwriters, Harlan Howard. Vet-
eran Nashville journalist Bob Oermann of-
fers an opinionated running commentary.
McCready is the star of the first episode,
which chronicles a petulant, perpetually late
star at loggerheads with her record label head,
Galante. The two clash over McCready miss-
ing deadlines and generally not wanting to
hustle after she hits big with her first album.
As the camera rolls, Galante nearly loses
his composure when McCready fails to turn
up for a media luncheon. He is particularly
perturbed by the influence of actor Dean
Cain, then McCready' s boyfriend. The singer
insists she knows better than Galante.
"His age group isn't buying country mu-
sic," McCready says at one point. "Mine is."
Galante responds, "At 21, we all knew best."
GRAND OPENING
FREE!
One FREE tanning
session with I.D.
Tan and shop while
you or WE-
do your laundry
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• The cutting room floor
Audiences just don't appreciate 'Transformers'
By Bill Doughty
Special to the Campus
The summer of 1986 was a great time
for movies. A mere $2.50 could get you
into Hoyt'$ to see the likes of "Top Gun,"
"SpaceCamp," "Howard the Duck," and,
perhaps the greatest gem of the whole
year, "Transformers: the Movie."
Yes, I did pay full theater price to see
"Howard the Duck," and yes, I did enjoy
it, but let's not get sidetracked here.
Upon its release, "Transformers: the
Movie" was quickly and just about uni-
versally panned by critics and shuffled
off to children's-section-of-the-video-
store hell in all of two weeks. I think they
all cited the criticism that such movies,
and the cartoons that spawned them, were
just really long toy commercials. I'm
sure someone also counted the number of
violent acts that took place.
Well, the cartoons WERE toy com-
mercials. That's why they were so cool!
And this movie was pretty violent. But
that's because the fine folks at Sunbow
Entertainment and Marvel Productions
broke the cardinal rule of American the-
atrical animation: it was made as much
for adults as it was for the kids.
Probably more so, actually. For a mov-
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ie based on a toy line, it gets pretty shock-
ing and downright gruesome at times,
with old favorite transformers dying in
really nasty ways. This wasn't material
that was exactly cut out for Saturday
morning or after-school viewing.
In short, if you've been looking for the
American equivalent of anime, here it is.
Onto the plot. It's 2005, and after
millions of years of shoot-and-miss war-
fare (much like what was going on over
on "GA. Joe"), things finally heat up to
the status of a real war and Transformers
start dying by the bushel. The Decepti-
cons have conquered Cybertron, and the
Autobots want it back. Before they can
fight to take it back, though, the Decep-
ticons attack.
A big fight ensues that ends up killing
off half the cast. Autobot and Decepticon
leaders, Optimus Prime and Megatron,
have their Final Battle, but stupid Auto-
bot Hot Rod (voice by Judd Nelson) gets
involved and is pretty much to blame
when Optimus gets killed. Before he dies,
though, Optimus hands off the Matrix of
Leadership to Ultra Magnus (voice by
Robert Stack). This is important.
Meanwhile, Megatron and a bunch of his
lackeys were pretty banged up in the fight,
and the other Decepticons decide they are
bit:Jo LI t you vs e I F.
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COMEMAN
YOU WILL LAUGH!
Bobby Tessel is
One Of The Few
Comedians who
have appeared on
BOTH The Tonight
Show With Jay Leno
and The Late Show
with David
Letterman.
BOBBY TESSEL
Friday, October 23
9pm @ Damn Yankee
Memorial Union
$1/Umaine ID, $3 for Others
The Union Board: Diversions
Campus Entertainment • 581-1735
,Center for Students and Community Life
stubehtshttp://www.ume.maine.edu/—TUB/
dead weight. They get tossed out into space
and are rescued by Unicron (voice by the
late Orson Welles), a giant robot planet that
eats other planets. Unicron has one weak-
ness, it seems, and it's the Autobot Matrix of
Leadership. Go figure.
He retools and renames the broken
Decepticons, and Megatron, now Galva-
tron (voice by Leonard Nimoy), is charged
with the mission of destroying the Ma-
trix. More big fights ensue, more Trans-
formers are killed, Unicron attacks Cy-
bertron and Hot Rod redeems himself
and becomes the new Autobot leader,
Rodimus Prime.
Along the way, we also get to hear the
Autobots' human friend, Spike, exclaim
"Oh shit!," which, when I was 10, was
the most shocking thing in the world.
Ultra Magnus saying, "damn it", was pret-
ty cool, too.
The soundtrack is pretty interesting. I
have a lot of respect for any film with a
soundtrack on which "Weird Al" Yank-
ovic is the big name artist (see the "UHF"
review from a few weeks back for more
on Al). The rest of it is made up of heavy
metal bands I'm pretty sure went on to do
absoultely nothing else, some not-bad
instrumentals, and a song that later turned
up in another movie that I never would
have expected.
Stan Bush's "The Touch" is the inspi-
rational, never-say-die ballad that drives
"Transformers: the Movie." But it is also
the song that Dirk Diggler sings in "Bo-
ogie Nights" when he's trying to start his
music career. Don't believe me? Go back
and check them both out. It's amazing.
"Transformers: the Movie" has been
unavailble in the U.S. forever but can
still be found in Canada. The Canadian-
based company, Videoflicks, is where I
found my copy, and they may still be
selling it, so check them out at http://
www.videoflicks.com if you're interest-
ed. It's eminently worthwhile and very
cheap since the Canadian dollar is worth
two cents American.
On the whole, audiences didn't seem
to appreciate this when it first came out.
But then again, in this country, if car-
toons aren't about mice frollicking
through meadows tra-la tra-la, people,
usually "parents' groups" spearheaded
by people without children, get mad. We,
as a nation, need to stand up to this
tyranny! Say it wth me, America:
"We want cartoons with obscenity-
spewing robots and songs that later turn
up in movies about the porn industry, and
we want them now!"
Your opinion matters
Write a letter to the editor.
The Maine CampusUMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper
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• Women's soccer
Packing its bags
By Dave Bailey
Maine Campus staff
Time to pack the suntan lotion.
The University of Maine women's soc-
cer team escapes the wind and cold of
eastern Maine for the sunny skies of south
Florida this weekend when Maine visits
Miami and Florida International.
Maine (3-8-2, 2-4-0 America East) is
coming off a come-from-behind 2-1 dou-
ble-overtime victory over Drexel in which
midfielder Tamara Vaughan scored both
of Maine's goals.
Black Bear coach Dave Patterson said
he was thrilled that Maine was finally
able to capitalize on its chances.
"It was more than [just] a momentum-
builder," Patterson said. "It was very
much of a relief to get a win.
"We've been through a lot of games
just like that one where we had a lot more
possession of the ball, but we hadn't got
the results that we had been looking for."
The dramatic win proved to be a mo-
rale-builder for the Bears as well.
"Anytime you have to come from be-
hind and you can do that in a situation
like that where it is a conference game,"
Patterson said, "I thought our kids showed
great character coming back and pulling
that one out."
Miami is in its first year of varsity
competition and will play only a regional
schedule before joining the Big East con-
ference next season.
The Hurricanes have run up a record
of 8-5-1 against esoteric competition such
as St. Thomas, Florida Atlantic, and Nova.
Miami is led by forwards Nina Wath-
re (5-10-20) and Jennifer Sanchez (7-4-
18). Kazmeen Mollchan has chipped in
with six goals. Goalkeeper Rachel Elsby
has a 1.74 goals-against average while
playing every minute of every game.
Florida International, with a record of
7-8-0, is led by forward Michelle O'Brien
(14-5-33). Golden Panther goalkeeper
Martine Materasso has a GAA of 1.67.
The game with Maine marks the sea-
son finale for FIU.
"Both teams have been getting good
results this year," Patterson said. "We
know that both teams are a challenge but
at the same time we know that we're not
a bad team ourselves.
"We're confident about being able to
go down there and play with them."
• Baseball
The nameless team
SAN DIEGO (AP) — There is no true
superstar among them, no one close in
stature to a Reggie, Rose or Ruth.
Not a certain Hall of Famer in the
bunch, not like DiMaggio, Mantle or
Bench. No pitcher likely to win the Cy
Young Award, no slugger who finished in
the top 35 in home runs.
Not even a single player elected to start
in the All-Star game.
In the end, there was a much better way
to explain the greatness of these New
York Yankees.
"The one thing I would love to have
people think about is there's no one name
that comes to mind, but the team itself,"
manager Joe Torre said.
And now, the debate begins: Are these
Yankees, after winning their record 24th
World Series championship with a sweep
of the San Diego Padres and finishing
with an overall record of 125-50, the best
team ever?
Better than Murderers' Row, the Big
Red Machine or the swingin' Oakland A's?
"I think that will probably be talked
about forever," Series MVP Scott Brosius
said. "The comparisons will go on and on,
and maybe nobody will have a definite
answer for the best team of all time.
-But you can look at this year and say
we did the best single season of any other
team, and that's a real accomplishment."
Fitting, too, that Brosius won the MVP
award after going 8-for-17 with six RBIs
in four games. Steady but not flashy, the
third baseman spent most of the season
batting ninth —just another player doing
his job.
And in a season that brought baseball
some truly huge numbers, from Mark
McGwire's 70 home runs to Cal Ripken's
2,632 consecutive games to Kerry Wood's
20 strikeouts, the Yankees posted one that
may remain for a long time — 125 wins.
The Yankees' .714 winning percentage
was an appropriate figure, seeing how it
matched the Babe's home run total, and
was the highest in the majors since the 1927
Yankees led by Ruth and Lou Gehrig.
"27 Yankees, they may have a better
club, but we had the best record," Torre
said. "To me, that was the standard that I
was looking to pass because the Yankees
- more important to have a Yankee record
than anything else.
"You look at the Oakland A's clubs
that won a few world championships in a
row and the Cincinnati club in '76 that
was always a standard for me, I think we
have better pitching than they have. We
have to take a backseat to no one in my
lifetime."
New York's second title in three years
even caused owner George Steinbrenner
to get weepy in the clubhouse.
"There has never been a better team
than this one," he said. "We created some-
thing truly special here."
Hard to imagine now that the Yankees'
season began in a shaky manner in South-
ern California.
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Redemption Center
614 Stillwater Avenue, Old Town
(Halfway between McDonald's & Doug's)
Open 7 Days a Week
Fast, Friendly Service
$25 Weekly Door Prize
S&H Green Stamps
Clean, Modern Facility
Bottle Drives Welcome
Free Commercial Pickup Available1 00/ BONUS ii2 UM
JO STUDENT ID.
On 5 cent containers only expires 5/15/99
11,1-F 8:30-5:30 S & Su 8:30-4:30 827-1976
CLAS
travel
Alaska Employment - Fishing
industry Excellent earnings &
benefits potential. Ask us how
517-222-4161 ext. A50671
Spring Break...."Take 2"...2 Free
trips- only 15 sales & earn $$. Hot
destinations! Low prices! Free meals
drinks, parties! Limited offer. 1-800-
426-7710 www.sunsplashtours.com
Spring Break 99!! Cancun-Nassau-
Jamaica-Mazatlan-Acapulco-Bahama
Cruise-Florida-South Padre. Travel
free and make lots of cash! Top rep
are offered full-time staffjobs.
Lowest prices guarenteed. Call now
for details! www.classtravel.com
800/838-6411.
Cruise & Land Tour Employment -
Excellent earnings & benefits
potential. World Travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, Caribbean). Ask us how!
517-336-4228 ext. C50671
Call Orono Travel now for Sprin(
Break Specials. Faculty and
student dom. and intl. fares.
Save $$$ 866-5900
MAKE EASY MONEY! GO ON
SPRING BREAK FOR FREE! USA
Spring Break offers Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica, and Florida
packages & is currently accepting
applications for campus sales
representatives. Call 1-888-
SPRINGBREAK
Ski? Snowboard? Info pack-
age for NH, VT, ME, MA,
CO. Discount info included.
(2 1 2) 6 1 3-1 6 9 2
personals
HOT HOT HOTMale & Female
Exotic Dancers for Parties & any
occasions. call Erotic Sensations
990-0425 New Talent Welcome
Student Discounts
Break out your Toga &
dancin shoes for the Toga
Toga Party at Margarita's
Oct. 28th!
Lost: Green EMS Raincoat.
High Sentimental Value.
Reward for Return, no
questions. Call 581-8823
Do you enjoy working with
children, elderly, at soup
kitchens, and a variety of
other community events?
Come check out Circle K
Mon, OCt. 26, @ 6:30pm in
the Bangor Lounge.
Circle K is having an info
session on Monday Oct. 26 @
6:30pm in the Bangor
Lounge. Come and learn
more about UMaine's only co
ed service organization. Free
pizza for those who attend.
Reduce Stress!! Yoga classes
start 11/2 in Orono &
Bangor. All Levels. Student
rates. New times. 945-0760
To place a
The M
come to the fourth
SIFIEDS
for rent
Orono Washburn PLace 1
opening as of Jan 1, 1999. 149
Park Street Luxury 2BR townhome.,
heat, water, sewer incl. no pets.
sec. dep. & lease required. $625/
mo. call 945-6955
FREE ROOM adjacent to
campus plus $105/month for
maintenance person: please
write PO Box 71 Orono 04473
4 Bedroom house all utilities paid
W/D dishwasher deck close to
campus. call David at 989-3452
Orono share large new house, walk
to UMO, parking, laundry, quiet
environment, cable, $275/mo in-
cludes all. 866-0611
Orono, Share house in wooded
setting near busline. Nonsmoker.
$250/mo & 1/4 utilities. Available 15
Nov. 866-5548
help wanted
TRAINED MEDIATORS NEEDED
Use your skills and earn money. Call
Campus Mediation. 581-2639
Female Models Needed ASAP
for upcoming 1999 Promo-
tional Calendar. Scholarship
incentives. Call 866-3137
Start your own fraternity! Zeta
Beta Tau is looking for men to
start a new chapter. If you are
interested in academic success, a
chance to network & an
opportunityt make friends in a
non-pledging brotherhood, e-
mail:zbt@btnational.org or call
Mike Simon @ (317)334-1898.
$1000's weekly! Stuff envelopes @
home for $2 each plus bonuses. F/T-
P/T make at least $800/wk,
guarenteed! free supplies, for
details, send stamp to:N-105,12021
Wilshire BI.,Suite 552, Los Angeles,
CA 90025
Orono School Department Substitute
Teachers: 2years+ of College re-
quired, Experience working with
children preferred. PLease apply in
person at: Office of Superintendentof
Schools 18 Goodridge Drivq,Orono,
ME 04473. 866-5521 EOE
Margarita's Orono hiring
barbacks and cocktail servers.
Call Tom or Bill at 866-4863.
for sale
for sale: ( 4 ) truck tires with
less than 5000 miles on them
255/75/16. $60 each. Call
Gary Martin 827-0279 or
page 2 6 4-7 7 5 7
Wood Stove, Large, Lots o
heat. Use as fireplace
insert or stand-alone.
Great for camp or home!
8 6 6-5 5 4 8
Hamden 3 Bedroom Ranch
located in family develop-
ment. New furnace/stove, car
garage. 9,900. 990-5601
lassified ad in
e Campus
or of Chadbourne Hal.
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• Field hockey
•
Tournament hopeson the line
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus staff
Through 14 games this season, the Maine
field hockey team has played its way to a
respectable 8-6 record and has been nationally
ranked on two different occasions this season.
But it will come down to conference road
games against No. 6 Delaware and -Towson
this weekend that will determine whether or
not the Black Bears go on to the America East
tournament and fulfill their postseason dreams.
"We need to have the type of effort we had
against New Hampshire and Northeastern,"
Maine coach Terry Kix said. "I would say
sometimes I would rather be lucky than good,
and hopefully something good will happen in
the Delaware game."
The scenario goes like this: Delaware,
Boston University, New Hampshire, North-
eastern and Maine all have a shot of making the
four conference playoff slots.
However, with the worst conference record
of the group, the Black Bears can ill-afford to
drop another America East contest.
"I'm thinking confidently. We need to take
the momentum we had on Sunday and carry it
over to Friday," Maine goalie Cindy Botett
said. "We're going to go down with a fight."
Which leads to Friday when Maine will
meet the Blue Hens in what will be a must-win
game. With a loss, the Bears will drop to 2-3 in
America East and therefore, out of the play-
offs.
Delaware (12-3 overall, 4-0 eonference)
has been potent all season, as their 51 goals
scored to just 14 allowed would indicate..
"Delaware's the kind of team that you have
to eliminate the shots. They're an offensive
power," Kix said. "We're going to have to play
outstanding defense in order to win."
Kelly Cawley and Jodi Byrd return as one
of the most potent one-two punches on the East
Coast. The two have already combined for 55
points and are second and third in America
East scoring.
Cawley dishes out the assists (her 16 is
good for first in America East), while Byrd
drives it in the net (16, also first).
Rachel Barger is the third option for Dela-
ware with eight goals and four assists for 20
points.
Kelly Adams waits in net as arguably the
top goalie in America East. Adams sports
league best with a 1.09 goals-against-average
and eight shutouts to go along with an 86-
percent save percentage.
Before they even left for Newark, Maine
was one short as sophomore Noriko Kariya
did not make the trip due to an enlarged spleen,
a symptom of mono.
From one end of the spectrum to the other
sits Towson. A 6-8 team overall, the Tigers are
just 1-3 in the conference and will further try to
bury Maine's chances in a Sunday road con-
test, on grass no less.
The importance, however, of the game will
rest on the outcome of Friday ' scontest. Should
Maine defeat DU, the Towson game becomes
another must-win contest.
However, should the Bears fall Friday, it
turns into just another game on the schedule.
While admitting that the team is putting its
energy against Delaware, Kix wants to try to
avoid a letdown if the former does happen.
Botett said that while the team is upset
following a big loss, they get out of it using
their focus and mentality.
"We're ready to move on to the next game,
knowing what to work on, and what we did
wrong," Botett said. "Regardless of what hap-
pens on Friday, I think we'll be ready the
whole weekend."
"If we are successful, I think that energy
will carry over to Sunday's game," Kix said.
"We have a lot of seniors and a lot of leader-
ship, and they're competitive. Hopefully,
we'll be prepared to play TSU on Sunday."
According to Botett, the team is still having
a good time and not letting all the pressure get
to them.
"We've worked hard and done much
better [in practice]. We've been having
fun at the same time," Botett said. "If
we're not having fun, then it really isn't
worth playing."
• Track
Joyner's death no longer a mystery
SANTA ANA, Calif. (AP) — World
record sprinter Florence Griffith Joyner suf-
fered an epileptic seizure that caused her to
die of asphyxiation, coroner's authorities said
Thursday.
Griffith Joyner, 38, died at her Mission
Viejo home Sept. 21, and investigators had been
trying since then to determine the cause. There
had been speculation about heart problems, and
some had suggested the world's fastest woman
PRIZES
ALCOHOL
AWARENESS
vilIts WEEK PRIZES
Presents
MONTE CARLO
NIGHT
Sunday, October 25th 7-10 pm
Damn Yankee
YOU WILL NOT BELIEVE THE PRIZES"
ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CANCER
RESEARCH
LIVE BAND.; COOL AND BEYOND JAZZ
ONLY COSTS S2.00 TO START THE
WINNING
PART OF ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK Oct. 19th-25th
• • • Sponsored by the Substance Abuse Services, The Center
CM for Students and Community Life, The Division of StudentAffairs, Greek Peer Educator Program, Athletes for Sexual
StifbefitS Responsibility, The Athletic Department and Recreational
and community life Sports, ROC, and Sigma Alpha Epsilon (AE).
used performance-enhancing drugs.
None of it was true, Orange County offi-
cials said. "Flojo" to fans and competitors,
Griffith Joyner had a congenital brain abnor-
mality known as cavernous angioma, said
Dr. Barbara Zaias, one of the investigators.
The condition allows blood to accumu-
late outside normal blood vessels in the brain
or spinal tissue, and may be found in 25
percent of the population, she said. Once
considered rare, it has been detected more
often in recent years with the advent of CT
scans and other diagnostic tools.
The seizure apparently struck during sleep,
causing Griffith Joyner's limbs to tense. It
possibly wrenched her head to the right as she
lay on her stomach, said Dr. Richard Fuku-
moto, chief of forensics for the Orange Coun-
ty sheriff and coroner.
"In layman's terms, she suffocated," Fu-
kumoto told reporters. Explaining the term
"positional asphyxia," he said her airway was
probably already constricted by the involun-
tary turning of her head. Pillows and blankets
on that side further hampered her oxygen
supply.
"This episode I would say would have
taken minutes, only," Fukumotosaid. "Def-
initely less than an hour."
Her husband, 1984 Olympic triple jump
champion Al Joyner, called paramedics after
diScovering she was not breathing that morn-
ing. 
-
Toxicology tests showed she had taken
about one tablet each of the over-the-counter
painkiller Tylenol and antihistamine Benadr-
yl, but "there was nothing unusual in terms of
drugs," said Lt Frank Fitzpatrick, head of
forensic sciences for the sheriff's office.
Nor were there any obvious heart prob-
lems, Fukumoto said.
Griffith Joyner never failed a drug test.
Family, friends and sports officials were hap-
py to hear those rumors die.
"We now hope that this great Olympic
champion, wife and mother can rest in peace,
and that her millions of admirers around the
world will celebrate her legacy to sport and
children every day," U.S. Olympic Commit-
tee president Bill Hybl said. "It is time for the
whispers and dark allegations to cease."
World-class athletes expressed similar
sentiments.
"I had felt bad about all the statements that
had been made about her," said Roger King-
dom, two-time Olympic champion in the
110-meter hurdles. "I'm glad she's been
cleared and exonerated. Now, she can rest in
peace, and the rest of the world can see that
she was a great athlete."
Dwight Stones, former world record-hold-
er in the high jump, said she was "the most
tested athlete" of the 1988 Olympics. "I think
[the autopsy] is fabulous and phenomenal
vindication for her and her family. Now, they
should just leave her alone," he said.
Added long-jumper Martha Watson, a
four-time Olympian, "She did too much for
our sport to be accused of things that no one
ever was able to confirm."
The seizure was not Griffith Joyner's
first.She was hospitalized in 1996 a day after
suffering a seizure on a flight to St. Louis. Her
husband and daughter were traveling with
her, but the family declined to discuss her
condition at the time.
Many people never show symptoms of
cavernous angioma and may live their whole
lives without knowing they have it. In others,
it can cause headaches and seizures, Zaias
said. The condition can, sometimes be detect-
ed by CT scans and can be treated, she said.
But sometimes scans fail to detect it.
During the press conference, sheriff's
spOkesman Lt. Hector Rivera cut off ques-
tions about Griffith Joyner's medical history
and whether the condition had been diag-
nosed.
The abnormality has never been associat-
ed in medical research with steroids or any
other drugs, Fukumoto said. It may develop
right along with the brain of a fetus, Zaias
said.
Stylish, smooth and muscular, Griffith
Joyner, won three Olympic gold medals in
the 1988 Seoul Games and set world records
that still stand in the 100- and 200-meter
dashes.
In the mid-1980s, Griffith Joyner moved
from Watts, her home neighborhood in south-
ern Los Angeles, to upscale Mission Viejo on
the Orange County coast.
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Football from page 20
their recent caliber of play stacked against
them for JMU's Parents Weekend.
They have never beaten the Dukes. Al-
though having played them only three times,
the Black Bears have had their share of
migraines whenever the schedule calls for
the Dukes.
Last season, with only a minute and
some change remaining in the contest, Greg
Maddux tossed a 59-yard touchdown strike
to Lindsay Fleshman to give the Dukes a
come-from-behind 24-22 win.
Despite being on the short end of a 31-7
thumping in 1996, Maine lost a tight, 21-17
decision to JMU in 1995.
"It's been an interesting history," Wood
said. "It's been a good rivalry and all the
games have been good. With the exception
of one, all the games came down to the
wire."
"We had a close game with them last
year, and this year should be no different,"
Naccara said. "They'll give us a tough game."
Fleshman, whose first career reception
coming on the game-winning touchdown
reception against Maine in 1995, has blos-
somed into JMU's more potent deep-threat
receiver.
Fleshman has caught 22 passes this year
for 409 yards. He is second on the team in
receiving behind Earnest Payton, who has
collected 597 receiving yards to go along
with two touchdown receptions.
"We've got some good receivers," Wood
said. "Fleshman and Payton have been out-
standing for us."
Paw Prints
JMU has rushed for 908 yards while
accumulating 1,523 yards through the air.
Maine, in comparison, has rushed for 827
yards and has thrown for 1,540.
Maine has scored 126 points in the sec-
ond and third quarters combined. In the first
and final frames, the Black Bears have
pushed just 68 points on the scoreboard.
JMU has scored 63 points alone in the fourth
quarter. However, the Dukes have been
outscored 42-12 in the first quarter.
Some notable JMU football alumni:
former Buffalo Bills placekicker Scott Nor-
wood, former Dallas Cowboy Charles Ha-
ley and former Washington Redskin wide-
out Gary Clarke.
Currently, the Dukes have two members
in the NFL: Dallas wideout Macey Brooks
and Miami Dolphins tight end Ed Perry.
Maine, if one can believe it, has a few
guys with some NFL experience, including
Pittsburgh Steelers offensive tackle Justin
Strzelczyk.
• The big king
Flutie: that comeback kid
By Darren Pare
Special to the Campus
Doug Flutie is celebrating birthday No.
36 today, but on Sunday he felt like a kid
again.
Flutie led his Buffalo Bills to a victory
against the previously unbeaten Jackson-
ville Jaguars in his first NFL start in nine
years.
Now I want to make this clear, as a New
England Patriots fan, I have always hated
the Bills. The strange thing is, I find myself
rooting for Flutie.
My first real memory of watching foot-
ball was seeing Flutie launch his famous
Hail Mary pass that helped his Boston Col-
lege Eagles over the powerhouse Miami
Hurricanes. He was the underdog, a role he
relishes.
Flutie has been an underdog all his life.
Listed as 5-foot-10 inches, and that is prob-
ably being quite generous, he has been told
time and again that he is just too short to be
a successful quarterback in the NFL. Sun-
day may help him finally prove all those
people wrong.
For eight years Flutie was the man in
the Canadian Football League. In that
time he won six Most Outstanding Player
of the Year awards. Still nobody in the
NFL came knocking on his door, until
this year.
This year the Bills were desperate to find
a quarterback and they turned to Flutie. The
dream for Flutie would be put on hold again,
for the Bills still did not fully believe in his
ability and traded for Rob Johnson.
Flutie would get his chance to shine
when Johnson went down with an injury. In
the game that Johnson got injured, Flutie
took the reigns in the second half and rallied
the Bills to a come-from- behind win against
the Indianapolis Colts.
Then it was time for Flutie to start.
Throughout the Jacksonville game Flutie
looked in control, his team wasn't marching
up and down the field, but you got the sense
that something was going to happen — and
it did.
The Jaguars were up 16-10 and the Bills
were down to fourth and goal on the one
yard line. The call from the sidelines was to
hand the ball to Thurman Thomas, but Tho-
mas didn't realize that. With the play busted,
Flutie kept his head and the ball and marched
into the endzone, and with the extra point the
Bills had a 17-16 victory.
In that game Flutie showed the heart of a
champion. His former coach, Mike Ditka,
said that Flutie has more heart than any other
player he has coached. That's saying a lot
when you think this guy coached Walter
Payton.
If I were a coach I would take loads of
heart with a little less talent, than loads of
talent and a little less heart anyday. That is
why I look up to that little guy, because he is
getting the most out of his talent.
This dream may be coming to an end
though, as Rob Johnson may be healthy
enough to resume his role as the starter. I say
let Flutie play, he has earned the job and is
an inspiration to watch. Happy birthday
Doug, and I hope there are many more
memories to come.
The University of Maine Teams Up With 1111111110EL
ceilidaytitote, service,
Faculty, staff and students now have the convenience of signing up for personal cellular phone service at
the Telecommunications Building which is attached to Neville Hall. The Telecommunications Department (a unit of
Information Technologies) is now an authorized Unicel agent. We stock several different cell phone styles and
can arrange a calling plan which fits your needs.
This program is for PERSONAL cell phone service only. Unicel will bill you directly for your new phone.
Departments interested in purchasing a cell phone for official University business should
contact Marilyn Cosgrove at 745-8989. Services which won't be offered at the on-
campus location are cellular repairs and mobile installs. These services must be referred
to the Bangor Unice! location. All rate plans, phones and supply prices are exactly the
same as those offered at the Bangor location.
Please give Lorelei Kennedy a call at 581-1609 or stop by our office in the
Telecom Building (2 Floor) which is attached to Neville Hall. Our office hours are:
Monday-Friday, 8:00 am - 4:30 pm.
Don't forget to ask about the BEAR ZONE PLANIIIIII
CALL 581-1609 FOR MORE INFORMATION
Eck
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Sophomore Anders Lundback and the Bears host the JC Penney Classic today. (file
photo.)
• Football
Duking it out
By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff
Someone has to break out of its funk.
When the University of Maine football
squad travels to Harrisonburg, Va., this
weekend where it will combat James Mad-
ison University, something is going to give.
Maine, which has dropped consecutive
games for the first time this season, begins
a three-game road trip, with the first pit stop
at JMU.
Holding onto a 4-3 overall record, 2-3
in the Atlantic 10, the Black Bears are
beginning to take water since pounding
then-No. 4 Villanova two weeks ago. But if
the Bears are taking water, then the Dukes
are a sinking vessel.
JMU has sputtered from the start of the
season, having lost six of its seven games,
including all four conference tilts. Of their
six setbacks, only twice did the Dukes come
within a touchdown (Villanova, University
of Massachusetts-Amherst).
"We've been struggling lately," JMU
coach Alex Wood said. "We're at the bot-
tom and it is frustrating. It would be naive of
me to say I'm not frustrated."
But the Black Bears are concerned them-
selves. After starting off 2-0, the Bears have
dropped three of their last five games, in-
cluding last week's 35-10 decision to the
Richmond Spiders.
"We just haven't played well," Maine
linebacker Brent Naccara said. "There is no
hidden reason and it doesn't go any farther
than we've played like crap."
But the Bears will have more than just
See football on page
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• Men's hockey
Bears in the Penney
By Bill Stewart Tonight, the Black Bears will host the
Maine Campus staff University of Moncton in the tournament's
second game. Moncton, which plays under the
Every year, the University of Maine men's Athletic Union Atlantic Association in New
hockey team hosts its JC Penney Hockey Brunswick, is the most recent Canadian school
Classic with the intent of bringing some of the to participate in the JC Penney tournament.
country's top talent to town. Maine (2-0), which is ranked No. 3 in the
Last season it was Colorado College, which nation, historically has brought Canadian
defeated Maine in a shootout in the champion- schools to the Alfond, including St. Thomas
ship game to skate away with the trophy. University, Dalhousie University and Acadia.
This season it's, well, nobody. Or is it? Moncton, which plays in arguably the
After scheduling conflicts failed to bring toughestCanadian college hockey conference,
national power North Dakota to the Alfond, has tried unsuccessfully to come to Orono in
Maine settled on bringing ECAC's Union years past. Until now.
College, Division 1 newcomer Niagara and "We've tried to get into this tournament
the University of Moncton. and finally, for us, we did," Moncton coach
Pushover schools, right? Pete Belliveau said. "We get to go where
Well, don't hand that championship tro- hockey is second to none."
phy to the No. 3 Black Bears just yet. The Blue Eagles are allowed six exhibition
Last weekend, Niagara, which is indepen- games, which Belliveau said has created sched-
dent in Div. 1 college hockey, stunned the uling conflicts in the past before making room
defending national champions, Michigan, 2- this year.
1. The night before the upset, the Purple Eagles As for the games, two areas of concern face
pushed the No. 8 Wolverines into overtime Moncton this weekend.
before falling 6-5. "Speed is going to be a factor," Belliveau
As for Union, which finished a program- said. "And of course, officiating will be the
best fifth in the ECAC standings last season, biggest concern. The officiating is different in
the Dutchmen are a young team as 11 fresh- Canada and we'll have to adapt differently."
men worked their way into last season's roster. The Blue Eagles are led offensively by
And the Dutchmen are still getting new. captain Martin Latulippe, Remi Boudreau,
Only this time, it isn't the incoming talent Dominic Beaudan and Geremy Caisie. In net,
— the Dutchmen will skate eight freshman — Moncton will probably go with second-year
but a new head coach as well. Kevin Sneddon, goalie Claude Fernet.
who replaces Stan Moore, has been an assis- "We're going to play a very aggressive
tant at Union for the last five years. hockey games," Belliveau said. "We build our
Asidefrom skating 19 combined freshmen team around character and grit. We're going to
and sophomores, Union is also dealing with a play in-your-face hockey."
loss to All-American goalie Trevor Koenig, Union and Niagara square off today at 4
who is playing with the IHL' s Detroit Vipers. p.m. while Maine and Moncton drop the puck
Leeor Shtrom is in net now and his 3.36 at 7 p.m. The consolation game is at 4 p.m.
career goals against average will get tested by tomorrow while the championship tilt will be
Niagara this afternoon, played at 7 p.m
ATHLETE OF
THE WEEK
Tamara Vaughan
By notching two goals in last
Sunday's 2-1 come-from-
behind win over Drexel, Tamara
Vaughan is our Maine Campus
Athlete of the Week. The
sophomore from Ontario came
off the bench to score the game-
tying goal late in the second
half and went on to score the
go-ahead goal late in the
second overtime.
